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Abstract. - Nannofossils from some well known West German localities are 

studied with light and electron microscopes. Biosrratigraphic zones are defined 

for the studied material and following new taxa are established: Reticttlofenestrcl 

pselldosciss1J1'a, Prinsius minuttts, Pontosphaera bukryi, P. rothi and Discolobatus 

enigmatum. 

INTRODUCTION 

ln this paper the nannoflora of the Oligocene of various localities from central 

and norrhern West Germany is recorded and the biostratigraphy is discussed 

in the light of the new evidence. The Oligocene nannoplankron have received 

the attention of a number of authors in the recent years and p:1.pers dealing both 

with morphoraxonomy and biostrarigraphy have been published: BRAMLETIE 

and W ILCOXON (1967), MARTJNI and RITZKOWSKI (1968), ROTH (1968), BAU

MANN and ROTH (1969) and MARTINI (1969). 

The present study has been carried our by means of phase-contrast light, trans

mission electron and scanning electron microscopy and an efforr has been made 

tO compare the morphology of various species under all three forms of microscopy, 

as far as possible. 
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MATERIAL 

Seventy samples from various Lower Tertiary (mainly Oligocene) localities of 

West Germany were examined for their nannofossil content. A number of 

samples from the boreholes of northern West Germany were received through 

the courtesy of Deursche Erdol Gesellschafr. The location of these boreholes is 

shown in fig. 1. 

1. BOREHOLE HOHNE 1001 

Twenty six samples from the northwestern German divisions "Lower" and 

''Upper" Eocene of this borehole were studied. The lower 17 samples of the 

"Lower" Eocene (261.4-301.6 m) proved to be devoid of any significant nanno

flora. The samples from the "Upper" Eocene (109.7-127.2 m), on the orher 

hand, contain a rich and well preserved nannoflora. 

2. BOREHOLES HANKENSBUTIEL Sun 1001 AND 62 

Four samples from the "Upper" Eocene of borehole Hankensbiirrel Siid 1001 
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Fig. 1. Locations of some of the areas mentioned in the text. A: Astrup, 
B: Borken, D: Doberg and Piepenhagen, H: Helmstedt, HH: Borings Hohne 
1001, Hankensbiittel Slid 1001 and 62. 
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(260.0-267.0 m) and 3 from the "lower" Oligocene of Hankensbi.ittel Siid 62 
(54.3-60.5 m) were studied. They contain abundant and well preserved nanno

fossils. 

During April 1969 collections were made from various Oligocene localities 

of western Germany in connection with the "Oligocene Excursion" arranged 

by the Department of Geology and Paleonrology of Gorringen University. The 

location of various localities (quarries, boreholes, open exposures) and the 

description of the strata are given in the excursion guide (ANDERSON et al., 1969). 

Material from the following localities was studied for the present paper: 

1. HELMSTEDT 

Two samples from the "Silberberg-Schichten" (just below and above the non

fossiliferous calcareous layer) yield a very similar and rich nannoflora in a good 

state of preservation. 

2. PIEPENHAGEN BEI BUNDE 

One sample from just above the liassic layer contains several species of 

relatively poorly preserved nannoplankron. Material from about 2.5 m above the 

liassic contained no nannofossils. 

3. lEHRTE 

The following samples from the lehrre quarry were studied: 

a. "lehrter Gri.insand" 

b. "queteleti-Sande" 

c. "Rupelron-Septarienton" (clay-sand) 

The "lehrrer Griinsand" did nor yield any nannoplankron bur in "qzteteleti

Sande" and "Rupelron" clay-sand comparatively poorly preserved nannoplankton 

species were found. 

4. BORKEN 

A single sample from just above the contact of brackish latdorfian below 

and marine Rupelian above contains a rich and well preserved nannoflora. 

5. SHERMBECK (QUARRY AT NELSKAMPF) 

The following samples from the Rupelian of this locality were examined: 

a. Top clay facies (weathered) 

b. Middle sandy facies 

c. Bottom clay facies 

Of these samples the bottom clays yielded several well preserved species of 

nannoplankton. 
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Table I. Distribution of nannoplankcon in cores 
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6. DOBERG BEl B DN DE 

From the Upper Oligocene of the open profile at D oberg the following 

samples were examined and revealed rare and relatively poorly preserved species 

of nannoplankron (see sketch of the prof ile in the Oligocene-Excursion guide, 

op. cit., p. 47): Layers 7, 8, 10, 27 , 32, 37, and 49. 

A fresh borehole through the upper part of the R upelian at Doberg yielded 

nannoflora at ea 15 m depth (three other samples at depths of ea 5, 10, and 

20 m proved tO be devoid of nannoplankton ). 

7. ASTRUP 

The following material from the Upper Oligocene ("Eochattian-Zone A ") of 

a quarry at Asrrup were exam ined (see p. 42 of Oligocene-Excursion g uide). 

a. l ayer 6, Teilprofile 1 (conglomerate with 

T erebratttla grandis) 

b. Layer 10, Teilprofile 2 (fine, angular conglomerates) 

c. Layer 7, Teilprofile 2 (calcareous sand) 

The two upper samples from this locality yielded poorly preserved species of 

nannoplankron. 
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Besides the localities described above, samples from the following Rupelian 

localities were examined bur proved to be devoid of nannofossils: 

8. Bodenheim - Mianz Basin (Middle Rupelron) 

9. Waldbockelheim (Middle and Upper Rupelron) 

10. Weinheim (Upper Rupelron ) 

NANNOFLORA AND BIOSTRATIGRAPHY 

The Oligocene nannoplankton zonation established by BRAMLETIE and WIL

COXON (1967) and ROTH and HAY in HAY et al. (1967) is followed. The boun

daries of the various zones recognized in the present material are defined as 

follows: 
Ericsonia subdisticha Zone (=lower parr of the Helicopontosphaera reticulata 

Zone of BRAMLETIE and WILCOXON, 1967) - interval between the last occur

rence of Discoaster barbadiemis TAN SIN HoK and the first occurrence of 

Cyclococcolith?tS rnargaritae ROTH and HAY. The next two Zones of the Lower 
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Oligocene, namely C. margaritae and Retiwlofenestra laevis Zones, as defined 

by ROTH and HAY were not encountered in the present material. 

Sphenolithus predistentus Zone (= Sphenolithus predistentus/ S. distentus Zone 

of RoTH in BAUMANN and ROTH, 1969) is defined as the interval from the 

first occurrence of Discoaster saundersi HAY ro the first appearance of Spheno

lithus ciperoensis BRAMLETIE and WILCOXON. 

Sphenolithus distentus Zone ( = Sphenolithm distentus/ S. ciperoensis Zone 

of ROTH in BAUMANN and ROTH, 1969). The upper limit of this Zone is 

defined by the first appearance of Triquetrorhabdulus carinatus MARTINI. The last 

Zone of rhe Upper Oligocene (the Sphenolithus ciperoensis Zone) was nor encoun

tered in the material studied here . 

A brief account of the nannofossil assemblages and rheir biostrarigraphy from 

the localities investigated follows: 

BOREHOLE HOHNE 1001 

Of the twenty-six samples from this borehole the upper four samples referable 

to the so-called "upper Upper Eocene" of northwestern Germany (127.2-109.7 
m) yield a rich nannoflora. MARTINI (1958) described several species from this 

material by means of light microscopy. HAQ (1968) studied the uppermost 

sample (109.7 m) by means of electron microscope and identified 35 species. 

In the present study 49 species of coccolirhs and discoasrers are recorded from 

this material. Their distribution is presented in Table I. 
Discoaster barbadiensis TAN SIN HoK has not been recorded from these 

samples earlier. A careful study revealed the rare occurrence of poorly preserved 

specimens of this species in at least two samples from this core and is attributed 

here ro reworking from older sedimenrs. The samples studied are placed within 

rhe Ericsonia subdisticha Zone of the Lower Oligocene. 

BOREHOLES HANKENSBUTIEL SUD 1001 AND 62 

The distribution of rhe species occurring in the samples from these cores is 

presented in Table I. The assemblages are very similar ro that from the 

Hohne 1001 core. The samples from Hankensblirrel Si.id 1001 core are placed 

here in the lower part of the Ericsonia sttbdisticha Zone and those from core 

62 in the upper part of the same zone due ro the absence of Isthmolithtts 
t'ecttrvus DEFLANDRE. Core 62 yielded an appreciably fewer number of species 

( 12) as compared to core 1001 (28). Both these cores show a distinct absence 

of all discoasrer species which may be attributed to selective solution. Samples 

from core 62 are also characterized by the abundant occurrence of Braarudo
sphaera bigelowi (GRAN and BRAARUD) DEFLANDRE, typifying a near-coastal 

environment. 
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HELMSTEDT 

A diversified and relatively well preserved assemblage is recorded in the 

sands of the "Silberberg-Schichten" of Helmstedt. Twenty-eight species were 

observed in these layers: 

Blackites spinostts (DEFLANDRE) HAY and TowE 
Braarudosphaera bigelowi (GRAN and BRAARUD) DEFLANDRE 
Coccolithtts eopelagictts BRAMLIDTE and RTEDEL 
Coranmtlus germanictts STRADNER 
Cyclolithella inflexa (KAMPTNER) LOEBLICH and TAPPAN 
Discoaster incomptus HAY 
D. tani 12odijer BRAMLIDTE and RIEDEL 
Ericsonia fenestrata (DEFLANDRE and FERT) STRADNER 
E. formosa (KAMPTNER) HAQ 
E. ova/is BLACK 
E. pattciperforata ROTH 
E. subdisticha (RoTH and HAY) ROTH 
Isthmolithtts recttrvus D EFLANDRE 
Micrantholithus flos DEFLANDRE 
M. vesper DEFLANDRE 
Pontosphaera alta ROTH 
P. multipara (KAMPTNER) 
Reticulofenestra alabamensis ROTH 
R. faveolata (REINHARDT) n. comb. 
R. minuta ROTH 
R. pseudoscimtra HAQ, n. sp. 
R. scissura HAY, MOHLER and WADE 
R. umbilica (LEVIN) MARTINI and RITZKOWSKI 
Rhabdosphaera tenttis BRAMLETIE and SULLIVAN 
Sphenolithtts moriformis (BRONNIMANN and STRADNER) BRAMLETIE and WIL· 

COX ON 
Transversopontis obliqttipons (DEFLANDRE) HAY, MoHLER and WADE 
T. zigzag ROTH and HAY 
Z ygrhablithus bijttgatus DEFLANDRE 

Quadrates of uncertain affinity. 

Rare Cretaceous reworked forms were observed. 

An almost complete floral ashemblage typical of the Ericsonia sttbdisticha 

Zone is present. The presence of Isthmolithus recmvttS DEFLANDRE places this 

material within the lower part of this Zone. MARTINI and RITZKOWSKI (1968) 
correlate the "Silberberg-Schichten" of Helmstedr with the type Latdorfian or 

the upper parr of the "Lower Oligocene" of BEYRICH (1856) and propose that 

the Lower Oligocene be restricted to the interval represented by the layer of 

Latdorf and suggest that the "Silberberg-Schichten" of Helmstedt be considered 

as its type locality. 

The flora of Helmstedt has been well studied by MARTINI (1969) who 
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presented some observations of the assemblages from "Silberberg-Schichten" by 

means of light microscopy, while the present work was in preparation . 

PIEPENHAGEN 

Several species showing distinct signs of diagenesis appear in the material 

from the layer just above the unconformable contact with the Lias, within the 

"Brandhorst-Schichten". The assemblage is typical of the Ericsonia sttbdisticba 

Zone: 

Blackites spinoSIIs (D EFLANDRE) H AY and TowE 
Braarudosphaerct bigelowi (G RAN and BRAAR UD) DEFLANDHE 
Coccolithus eopelagicm BnAMLETTE and RrEDEL 
Cycloplacolithel/a rnarismontimn (BLACK) n. comb. 
Discoaster tani nodifer BRAMLETTE and RIEDEL 
Ericsonia stJbclistichct (ROTH and HAY) R OTH 
Isthmolithm recurvus D EFLANDRE 
Micrantholithtts vesper D EFLANDRE 
Pontosphaera nwltipora (KAMPTNER) 
Reticulofenestra minuta ROTH 
R. scissura HAY, MOHLER and \Y/ ADE 
R. ttmbilica (LEVIN) MARTINI and RITZKOWSK I 
Rhabclosphaera spinula LEVIN 
R. tenuis BRAMLETTE and SULLIVAN 
Sphenolithus moriformis (BRONNIMANN and STRADNER) BRAMLETTE and WIL

COXON 
TranS1!ersopontis zigzag ROTH and HAY 
Z ygrhablithus bijugatt!S D EFLANDRE 

Several species reworked from the Upper Cretaceous and Danian were 

observed. 

LEHRTE 

The "queteleti-Sande" revealed a few relatively poorly preserved speoes 

typical of the lower part of the Ericsonia subdisticba Zone: 

Discoaster tani nodifer BRAMLETTE and RIEDEL 
Ericsonia formosa (KAMPTNER) HAQ 
E. subdisticha (ROTH and HAY) ROTH 
lsthmolithus recur-vzts D EFLANDRE 
Micrantholithus vesper DEFLANDRE 
Pontosphaera multipara (KAMPTNER) 
Pyrocyclus hermoszts ROTH and HAY 
R eticula fenestra scissura HAY, MOHLER and WADE 
R. umbilica (LEVIN) MARTINI and RITZKOWSKI 
R habdosphaera spimtla LEVIN 
Tramversopontis obliquipons (D EFLANDRE) HA Y, MOHLER and WADE 
T. zigzag ROTH and HAY 
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The "Rupelron-Septarienton" clay-sand yields even lesser number of species: 

Cycloplacolithella marismontimn (BLACK) n. comb. 
Ericsonia ovalis BLACK 
Pontosphaera mttltipora (KAMPTNER) 
P. rothi HAQ, n. sp. 
R etimlofenestra scis.rttra HAY, MOHLER and WADE 
R . ttmbilica (LEVIN) MARTINI and RITZKOWSKl 

Due to lack of any distinctive forms this material cannot be placed within 

any biosuat igraphic Zone, but the presence of Retimlofenestt·a 11mbilica ( LEVIN) 

MARTI NI and RITZKOWSKI puts it within the Lower Oligocene. 

BOH KE N 

Only a few species occur in the relatively well preserved material from the 

"Rupel I'' of Borken : 

Bt'ftarttdosphaerft bigelowi (GRAN and BRAARUD) DEFLANDRE 
Cmciplacolithm temtiforatm CLOCCH!ATTJ and }ERKOV!C 
Ericsonia ovalis BLACK 
Prinsim mimttus HAQ, n. sp. 
Pontosphaera mttltipora (KAMPTNER) 
Transversopontis zigzag RoTH and HAY 
Z ygrhablithm bijttgattts DEFLANDRE 

one of these species are indicative of any established biostratigraphic Zone. 

SCHERMBECK 

The "bottom clay-facies" of the "Rupelton II'' at this locality yielded the 

following species: 

Brctftftl.dosphaera bigelowi (GRAN and BRAARUUD) DEFLANDRE 
CJ'clococcolithtts inverms (DEFLANDRE) HAY, MOHLER and WADE 
Cmciplacolithm temtiforatm CLOCCH IATTI and JEHKOV!C 
C. tarqttinim ROTH and HAY 
Ericso11ia Ol'alis BLACK 
Pontosphaera b11krJ1i HAQ, n. sp. 
Prinsitts mim1tt1-s HAQ, n . sp. 
Reticttlofenestra coentt·ra (REINHARDT) n. comb. 
R. minttta ROTH 
R. scissura HAY, MOHLER and WADE 
Rhabdosphaet·a spintdft LEVIN 
Sphenolithm moriformis (BRONNIMANN and STRADNER) BRAMLETTE and W!L

COXON 
Z ygrhablithtts bijttgatttS DEFLANDRE 

Small bars resembling Triqttetrorhabdultts carinatus MARTINI in outline are 

common in this material but do not show the same extinction pattern under 
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polarized light. The absence of sphenoliths of the predistentus-ciperoensis lineage 

and other diagnostic forms make it difficult ro place this material within a 

recognizable zone. From the overall impression of the assemblage this material 

may fall within the interval from the Sphenolithus predistentus ro the S. disten

tus Zones. 

ASTRUP 

The following species were recorded from the "Eochattian Zone-A" of Astrup : 

Cycloplacolithella marismontium (BLACK) n. comb. 
Pontosphaera rothi HAQ, n. sp. 
E1·icsonia ovalis BLACK 
Reticulofenestra mimtta ROTH 
Sphenolithus moriformis (BRONNIMANN and STRADNER) BRAMLETTE and WIL

COXON 

Quadrates of uncertain affinity. 

This assemblage is poor in species and does not contain any distinctive forms 

to permit zonation. 

DOBERG 

The near-coastal and brackish water sediments of Doberg reveal rare and 

poorly preserved nannofossils showing signs of strong diagenetic changes. The 

distribution of various species in different layers from this locality is presented 

in Table II. Some of the layers (7, 8, and 10) are characterized by the presence 

of long, overcalcified bars which can be easily confused with Triquetrorhabdttlus 

carinatus MARTINI. However, these bars do not show the typical central 

groove of T. carinatus. Like the assemblage of Astrup discribed in the preceding 

paragraph, no biostratigraphically distinctive forms were recorded in these layers. 

From the overall impression of the flora this material could be placed within 

the Sphenolithus distentus Zone. 

REWORKED SPECIMENS 

Reworked Cretaceous nannofossils were observed in the material from the 

following localities: Hohne 1001, Hankensbiittel Siid 62, Helmstedt, Piepenhagen, 

Borken, Schermbeck and Doberg. 

Actynozygus splendens (DEFLANDRE) GARTNER 
Ahmuellerella octaradiata (GORKA) REINHARDT 
(?) Bisetttum blacki GARTNER 
Chiastozygus garrisonii BUKRY 
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Table II. Distribu tion of nannoplankton in various layers of D oberg 

C. interrupttts BVKRY 
Coccolithus perforatus HAQ 

Corollithion octaradiatum GARTNER 

Cretadiscus colatus GARTNER 

Cretadiscus (?) crenulatus BRAMLETTE and MARTINI 
( ?) Cribrosphaerella ehrenbergi (ARKHANGEL'SKII ) D EFLANDRE 

Deflandrius cretaceus (ARKHANGEL'SKII) BRAMLETTE and MARTINI 

D. spinosus BRAMLETTE and MARTINI 

Discorhabdus ignotus (GORKA) P ERCH-NIELSEN 

Podorhabdtts (?) granulatus (REINHARDT) B UKRY 
(?) R einhardtites mirabilis P ERCH-NIELSEN 

Vagalapilla imbricata (GARTNER) B UKRY 
V ekshinella dibrachiata GARTNER 

W atznaueria barnesae (BLACK) PERCH-NIELSEN 

Z ygodiscus diplogrammus ( DEFLANDRE) GARTNER 

Z . theta (BLACK) BUKRY 

Z ygodiscus cf. Z . biperforatus GARTNER 

Z ygodiscus cf. Z. lacunatus GARTNER 

_, 
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TYPIFICATION 

All type negatives and slides are deposited with the type collection of the 

Geological Institution, University of Srockholm. 

DESCRIPTION OF GENERA AND SPECIES 

Genus Ericsonia BLACK emend. 

Elliptical to circular coccoliths with well defined central openings or a central 

area with perforations, and a proximal shield composed of two or more cycles 

of crystals surrounding the central opening with crystals in adjacent cycles 

orien tared in different d irecrions. 

REMARKS. - In his diagnosis for the genus, BLACK mentions "three or more 

rings of granules" around the central opening. He apparently includes the distal 

shield together with the rings of the proximal shield. The type species of the 

genus Ericsonia occidentalis BLACK has a proximal shield of two cycles of crystals 

only. 

TYPE SPECIES. - Ericsonia occidenta/is BLACK. 

Ericsonia .fenestrata (DEFLANDRE and fERT) STRADNER 

PI. Ill, figs. 7-9 

1954 Discolithtts fenesh·atm DEFLANDRE and FERT, p. 25 , pi. 11, fig. 25, text
figs. 18, 52 

1968 Ericsonia fenestratrt (DEFLANDRE and fERT) STRADNER in STRADNER and 
EDWARDS, (pro parte), p. 18, pl. 10, fig. 4, (non figs. 1, 2, 3), pl. 11, figs. 
2-4, (non figs. 5-7) 

1968 Ericsonia fenestrata (DEFLANDRE and FERT) STRADNER, HAQ, p. 22, pl. 1, 
figs. 10-12 

DESCRIPTION. - Ericsonirt with 12 to 16 perforations in the central area which 

are wider and rounded on the distal side and become narrower on the proximal. 

The proximal shield is composed of rwo rings of crystals surrounding the 

perforated central area, the inner ring composed of thin crystals and the outer 

ring of broad , srrongly imbricated crystals. On the distal side the perforated 

central area is surrounded by a ring of small loosely fitting crystals. The rays 

of the disral shield are broad and slightly imbricated. The length of the 

specimen in the present material ranges from 4.2 to 7 ,1(. 

OCCURRENCE. - In the present material recorded from rbe Hohne 1001 and 

Hankensbiittel Siid 1001 cores and Helmstedr. Originally described from the 
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Upper Eocene of the Oamaru diatomite, New Zealand (DEFLANDRE and FERT, 

1954). 

Ericsonia formnsa (KAMPTNER) HAQ 

Pl. Vll, figs. 11, 12; PI. IX, figs. 4-6; Pl. X, fig.(? ) 8; Pl. XVI, fig. 2 

1963 Cyclococcolithzts forrnosus KAMPTNER, pp. 163, 164, pl. 2, fig. 8, text
fig. 20 

1964 Coccolithtts lttsitaniats BLACK, pp. 308, 309, pl. 50, figs. 1, 2 
1966 CyclococcolithttS lusita1Zicus (BLACK) HAY, MOHLER and WADE, p. 390, 

pl. 7, figs. 3-6 
1967 Cyclococco/ithus formostts KAMPTNER, REINHARDT, p. 209, pl. 1, figs. 3, 

7, (? 4, 8), pl. 6, figs. 3, 6, text-fig. 11 
1967 C)'clococcolithttS orbis GARTNER and SMITH, p. 4, pl. 4, figs. 1-3 
1967 Cyclococcolithm lttsita1Zictts (BLACK) BRAMLETTE and WILCOXON, p. 103, 

pl. 3, figs. 16, 17 
1969 Cyclococcolithtts formosus KAMPTNER, MARTINI, p. 132, pl. 1, figs. 1, 2 
1971 Ericso1Zia formosct (KAMPNER) HAQ, p. 17, pl. 4, figs. 7, 8 

DESCRIPTION. - Circular placoliths with a proximal shield consisting of two 

rings of crystals surrounding a prominent central opening. Inner ring composed 

of few flat and slightly overlapping crystals and outer ring of numerous thin , 

long and strongly imbricated crystals orientated differently than the inner ring. 

The central opening is lined by a single ring of crystals with crenulated outlines. 

The number of crystal elements on the distal shields vary from 50 to 53 in 

the present material, the diameter of the placolith from 9.3 to 10.2 ft and the 

central opening from 1.7 to 2.4 ,u. 

REMARKS. - KAMPTNER (1963) noted the diameter of this species w range 

from 6 to 9.2 fl, the central opening from 1.1 ro 2.7 p and the number of rays 

of the shields to be about 50. Coccolithus lmita1Zietts BLACK (1964) has a diameter 

of 6.5-10 ,ll and the number of rays on the shields range from 39 ro 51 with 

a central opening of 0.8-1.5 ,ll· The holotype of C. lusitaniclts looks elliptical 

as pictured by BLACK bur it is apparently resting at a high angle to the electron 

beam and is in fact a circular form similar ro that described by KAMPTNEH. 

Cyclococcolithus orbis GARTNER and SMITH (1967) (diameter 9.5-10.5 fA, and 

50 rays) is also a synonym of the present species. In the Paleocene a similar 

form but with smaller diameter and with about 30 rays occurs quite commonly 

(see HAQ, 1971; it was included by him provisionally under the taxon E. cf. E. 
jo1·rnosa). This form is probably a Paleocene representative of this lineage. 

OccurumNCE. - Described earlier from Middle Eocene ro lower Oligocene 

(Ericso?Zia sttbdisticha Zone). In the present material recorded in the Hohne 

1001 core, Helmstedt and lehrre (queteleti-sands). 
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Ericsonia ovalis BLACK 

Pl. X, fig. 10 

1964 Ericsonia ovalis BLACK, pp. 312, 313, pl. 52, figs . 5, 6 
1964 Coccolithus muiri BLACK, pp. 309, 310, pl. 50, figs. 3, 4 
1966 Coccolithus mttiri BLACK, HAQ, p. 29, pl. 1, fig. 3 
1968 Ericsonia ovalis BLACK, STRADNER in STRADNER and EDWARDS, pp. 17, 

18, pls. 8, 9 
1968 Ericsonia ovalis BLACK, HAQ, pp. 21, 22, pl. 1, figs. 4-9, pl. 2, figs. 1-4, 

pl. 4, figs. 1, 2 

REMARKS. - Good illustrations and descriptions of this species have been given 

by various authors. It is common in Eocene and lower Oligocene samples bur 

is difficult to be differentiated under the light microscope and electron microscopic 

examination is necessary. 

OccURRENCE. - Described earlier from the lower Eocene to the (?)Upper 

Oligocene. Here recorded in Hohne 1001, Hankensbi.ittel Slid 1001 and 62 cores, 

Helmstedt, lehrte, Schermbeck, Astrup and Doberg (layers 7, 8, 27, and 32) . 

Ericsonia pauciperforata ROTH 

PJ. m, figs . 1, 2 

1968 Ericsonia fenest!'ata (DEFLANDRE and FERT) STRADNER in STRADNER and 
EDWARDS, (pro parte), pl. 10, figs. 1, 2 

1970 Ericsonia paztciperforata ROTH (in press) 

DESCRIPTION. - A species of Ericsonia with only 5 or 6 perforations in the 

central area which is surrounded by a ring of small irregular and loosely joined 

crystals on the distal side. The rays of the distal shield are flat and overlap up 

to 50 % of the preceding rays. The outer margins of the rays are rounded. 

The number of the rays vary from 28 to 32 in the present material. The length 

of the coccolith is 5.2-5.5 fl· 

OCCURRENCE. - Recorded from the Hohne 1001 and Hankensblittel Slid 1001 

(260 m) cores and Helmstedt. 

Ericsonia subdisticha (ROTH and HAY) ROTH 

Pl. m, figs. 3-6 

1967 Ellipsolithus subdistichus ROTH and HAY in HAY et al., pp. 446, 447, pl. 6, 
fig. 7 

1968 Ericsonia fenestrata (DEFLANDRE and FERT) STRADNER in STRADNER and 
EDWARDS, (pro parte), pl. 10, figs. 3, 4, pl. 11, figs. 5-7 

1968 Ellipsolithus subdistichus ROTH and HAY, MARTINI and RITZKOWSKI, p. 
245 
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1969 Ellipsolithus subdistichus ROTH and HAY, MARTINI, pp. 135, 136, pl. 2, 
figs. 26, 27, pl. 4, figs. 38, 39 

1969 Ericsonia subdisticha (ROTH and HAY) RoTH in BAUMANN and RoTH, 
p. 319 

DESCRIPTION. - An Ericsonia with nine (rarely ten) circular perforations in the 

central area which is surrounded on the proximal side by two rings of crystals 

which constitute the proximal shield. The inner ring is composed of small 

crystals and the outer ring of numerous long and imbricated crystals. On the 

distal side, the central area is surrounded by a single ring of small irregular, loosely 

joined crystals. The rays of the distal shield are flat, long and slightly imbricated 

and range in number from 29 eo 33 in the present material. The outer 

margins of the rays are rounded. The length of the coccoliths range from 4.4 eo 

5.3 fl in the present material. 

REMARKS. - The species is very similar to E. fenestrata and E. pattciperforata 

in its general structure, and differs only in the number of perforations in the 

central area. All three species occur at the same stratigraphic levels. 

OCCURRERCE. - In the present material this species occurs in the Hohne 1001 
(127.7-116.7 m) and Hankensbiittel Si.id 1001 (253 .7 and 260.0 m) core, Helm

stedt, Piepenhagen and Lehrte. 

Genus Reticulofenestra HAY, MOHLER and WADE 

Elliptical to subcircular placoliths with well defined central openings spanned 

by reticulate nets and a ring of crystals surrounding the central area on the 

distal side. 

SYNONYMS. - Dictyococcites BLACK (1967) and Stradnerius HAQ (1968). 

R EMARKS. - HAQ ( 1968) proposed the taxon Stradnerius eo include those forms 

which were characterized by a thick reticulate membrane of the thickness of 

the whole coccolith so that as seen from the proximal side the reticulae appear 

like septa. This differentiation, however, seems unnecessary after the srudy 

of a large number of electronmicrographs of various reticulate forms which 

reveals that the thickness of the reticulate membrane is a function of the 

arrangement of the crystals lining the inner wall of the central opening and 

is not an important taxonomic feature in itself. 

TYPE SPECIES. - Reticulofenestra umbilica (LEVIN) MARTINI and RITZKOWSKJ. 

R etinulofenestra alabamensis ROTH 

PI. I, figs. 4, 5 

1970 Reticulofenestra alabamensis ROTH (in press) 
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DESCRIPTJON. - A small species of Reticulofenestra with a central openmg 

spanned by two rows of slit-like holes (20-22 in the present material) which 

meet along a thickened central element (along the long axis of the ellipse) 

which carries a faint central groove. The length of the distal shield ranges from 

3.5 tO 4.6 11- in the present material and the proximal shield covers 80-90 % of 

the tOtal area of the distal shield . 

OCCURRENCE. - Rare in the Ericsonia sitbdisticha Zone of Helmstedt. 

R eticulofe nestra cf. R- alabamensi~ ROTH 

PI. I, fig. 9 

REMARKS. - The speumen pictured here probably represents the distal \'Jew 

of a form resembling R. alabamemis R OTH. le shows a central area simi lar to 

that of R... alabamensis which is surrounded by a ring of flat crystals arranged 

in two or more layers and covering up to 90 % of the area of the distal shield. 

Recorded from Helmstedt. 

R eticttlofenest ra coetmra (R EINHARDT) n. comb. 

PJ. I, figs. 10, 11 

1966 Coccofith11S coemtrtts REJNHARDT, p. 516, 517, pl. 1, fig. 7, text-fig. 6 
1967 Coccolithtts coemtms REJNHARDT, RElNHARDT, p. 207, pl. 5, fig. 5 
1968 R..eticulofenestra di.ctyoda (DEFLANORE and FERT) STRAONER in STRAONER 

and EDWARDS, (pro parte), pi. 12, figs. 3, 4, (?) 1 

DESCRIPTION. - A R..etiwlofenestra with a central area covermg about 50 ro 
of the area of the coccolith and pierced by numerous small elliptical perforations, 

all of almost the same size; a central groove runs along the long axis. In the 

present material the length is 5-7 ,u and the number of rays on the distal shield 

is 50-60 (in the original description REINHARDT states that the length is 7 

-10 j-t). 

R EMARKS. -Most of the R..etiwlofmest?'a species recorded here are distinguished 

primarily by the size and the construction of the central area and the type of 

the reticulum. Various types of reticulate struCtures earlier thought to be due 

to diagenetic changes were found in the present investigation to occur consistently 

in samples from many different areas and with different states of preservation and 

are now considered tO be of taxonomic value. 

OCCURRENCE. - Originally described from the Upper Eocene of northern 

Germany (RElNHARDT, 1966, 1967). H ere recorded from Hohne 1001 (116.7 m ), 

Schermbeck and Doberg (layers 10 and borehole at 15 m depth). 
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Reticulofenestra daviesi (HAQ) n. comb. 

196S St1'ctdneritts claviesi HAQ, pp. 32, 33; pi. 4, figs. 4, 5 

REMARKS. - This species is distinguished from other species of Retimlofenestr,t 
by its peculiar construction of the reticulae o f the central area. It is characterized 

by an outer ring of large irregular to subcircular holes and the rest of the central 

area is pierced by numerous minute perforations. The central area covers about 

40-50 % of the total area of the coccoli th. The electronmicrograph labelled by 

HAQ as proximal view (1968, PI. 4, fig. 4) also represents the distal view, whereas 

fig. 5 is a distal view where the ring of crystals around the central area is missing. 

OCCURRENCE. - Occurs in Hohne 1001 ( 116.7 ro 109.7 m) and HankensbLittel 

SLid 1001 (265.7 and 260.0 m ). 

1954 
1962 

non 1966 

non 1968 

non 196S 

Reticulofenestra dictyoda (DEFLANDHE and FERT) 

Discolithus dictyod1ts DEFLANDRE and FEHT, p . 140, text-fig. 15 
Cyclococcolithus dict;•odtts (DEFLANDHE and FEHT) HAY and TowE, 
p . 503, pi. 5, fig . 4, (?) 5, pi. 7, fig. 1 
Cyclococcolithus dictyodus (DEFLANDRE and PERT) HAY and TowE, 
HAQ, p . 31, pi. 2, figs. 2, 5, pi. 6, figs. 2, 6 
RetiC11lofenestra dictyoda (DEFLANDRE and PERT) STHADNER, in 
STRADNER and EDWARDS, pis. 12, 13, 14 
Stradnerim dict;•odus (DEFLANDRE and PEHT) HAQ, pp. 31, 32, pi. 
11 , figs. 5-8, pi. 3, figs. 1, 2, 4, pi. 4, figs. 3, 6 

ReMARKS. - The original illustration of this species in DEFLANDRE and FERT 

(1954, text-fig. 15 ) shows a form with relatively sma ll central area (about 25 % 
of the whole coccoli th) spanned by very thin elongate net-elements, every alternate 

reaching into the centre, and partitioned to form elongate to irregular reticulae 

much like those in Reticulofenestra umbilica (LEVIN) MARTINI and RlTZKOWSKJ. 

The elecuonmicrographs from the toporype of this species pictured by HAY 

and TowE (1962, PI. 5, fig. 4, PI. 7, fig. 1) clearly illustrate the tru e nature 

o f the central reticulum of this species. The coccolith ranges from 4 to 7 f l in 

diameter and has about 40 rays on the distal shield . The central area m akes 

up about 25 % of the whole area of the coccolith. 

OCCURRENCE. - Originall y described from the Middle Eocene of D onzacq, 

France (D EFLANDRE and PERT, 1954). No typical R. dictyoda has been reported 

from elsewhere. 

Reticulofenestra foveolata (R EINHAHDT) 11 . com b. 

PI. I, figs. 6-S 

1966 Coccolit!Jtts foz:eolatm R EINHARDT, p. 517, pi. 1, fig. 14 
1967 Coccolithtts fo ·veo/atttS REINHARDT, REINHARDT, p . 208, pi. 5, figs. 6-9 
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1967 Reticulofenestrct insig1~itct ROTH and HAY, in HAY etctl., p. 449, pJ. 7, 
figs. 2, 3 

1968 R eticulofenestl'ct insignitct ROTH and HAY, MARTINI and RITZKO\XISK!. 
p. 245, pi. 1, figs. 9, 10 

1968 Retiettlofenes trct dictyoda (DEFLANDRE and FERT) STRADNER in STRAD
NER and ED\XIARDS, (pro pane), pi. 14, fig. 1, (I) pl. 12, fig. 2 

1969 Retiettlofenestrct imignitct ROTH and HAY, MARTINI, pp. 136, 137, pl. 2, 
figs. 15, 16, pi. 4, fig. 41 

DESCRIPTION. - Small elliptical Reticulofenestra with a proximal shield covering 

more than 90 % of the distal shield and a central area occupying up to 65 % 
of the area of the coccolith. The reticulum is composed of an outer ring of 

slit-like perforations surrounding an area pierced by numerous ( 18-26) small 

round perforations. On the distaJ side the central area is surrounded by a ring 

of flat , rectangular crystals. Length 2.5-6 ,u. 

REMARKS. - R. ctlctbctmensis ROTH differs from this species in not having 

pores inside the cycle of slit-like pores. 

OCCURRENCE. - Originally recorded from the Eocene of northern Germany 

(RElNHARDT, 1966, 1967). In the present material observed only in the Ericsonia 
subdistichct Zone at Helmstedt. 

Reticrtlofenestra cf. R. laevis ROTH and HAY 

PI. II , figs . 4, 5 

1967 Reticulofenestrct lctevis ROTH and HAY in HAY et al., p . 449, pl. 7, fig. 11 

D ESCRIPTION. - Subcircuiar to circular species with a central area occupying 

25-30 % of the total area of the coccolith and perforated by 30- 40 roughly 

rounded holes. Both shields are composed of 100-120 poorly differentiated 

elements and the proximal shield covers up to 80 % of the distal shield . The 

larger diameter 4.5-5.5 ,u. (A typical R. laevis is composed of about 140 rays and 

the holotype has a larger diameter o f 6.4 ,u, as illustrated by ROTH and HAY 

in HAY et et! ., PI. 7, fig. 11). 

OCCURRENCE. - Rare in the Ericsonia subdistichct Zone of H elmstedt. 

Reticulofenestra minuta ROTH 

PJ. I, figs. 1, 2; PI. XV, fig . 1 

1970 Reticulofenestra mimtta ROTH ( in press) 

DESCRIPTION. - A small elliptical form with a larger diameter o f 3-4 ,u and 

a cemral area with a larger diameter of about half that of the coccoiith and 

spanned by 15-18 slit-like perforations joining at a medial line along the long 

axis. The proximal shield is only slightly smaller than the distal shield. On 

the distal side a ring of crysta ls surrounds the central area. 
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OCCURRENCE. - Occms in the H ohne 1001, Hankensbiittel Stid 1001 (265.7 m ) 

and 62 (60.5 ) cores, H elmstedt, Piepenhagen, Schermbeck, D oberg ( layers 7, 8, 

27, and 37) and Astrup. 

Reticulofenestra cf. R. minuta ROT!-! 

Pl. I, fig. 3 

REMARKS. - A form with the same size and shape as that of R. mimtta ROTH 

but central grille composed of numerous small round holes (about 35 in number) 

instead of slit-like holes so characteristic of R. minuta. Occurs rarely in the 

E1·icJOnia s;tbdiJticha Zone of H elmstedr. 

Reticulofenestra pseudoscissura HAQ, n. sp. 

Pl. Il, figs. 7, 11 , 12 

DIAGNOSIS. - Subcircular to circular species of Reticulofenestra with a central 

area about half the length of the coccolith occupied by an outer cycle of elongate 

holes produced by laths extending from the shield inro the centre and an inner 

area of rounded to irregular holes. Larger diameter generally 7 ,u. 

DESCRIPTION. - Almost circular species usually 7 ,a in diameter. The nearly 

circular central area has a diameter about half that of the diameter of the 

coccolith, and is occupied by an outer ring of elongate slits produced by lath

like elements extending from the elements of the shield into the centre and 

a central disc with round to irregular holes. The rays of the shields are 70-80 

in number. The proximal shield covers more than 80 % of the distal hhield. On 

the distal side the central area is surrounded by a ring of flat imbricated crystals 

and like other members of this genus the central area may be completely covered 

by a disc of crystals (PI. Il , fig. 7) leaving a small depression in the centre. 

HOLOTYPE NEGATIVE. - H 345. 

DIMENSIONS OF HOLOTYPE. - Larger diameter 7 ,u, smaller diameter 6.6 ,u , 
number of elements on distal shield 76. 

OCCURRENCE. - Ericsonia subdisticha Zone of Helmstedt ( type stratum ) and 

(?) Doberg (layer 7). 

Reticulofenestra scissura HAY, MOHLER and WADE 

PI. I, figs. 12-14; Pl. Ill, fig. 14; PJ. VII, figs. 7, 8, (?) 9, 10; 
PI. XV, figs. 3-6; PI. XVI, fig. (?) 6 

1966 Reticulofenestra scismfa HAY, MOHLER and WADE, p. 389, pl. 5, figs . 1, 
5, 6 

1966 Syracosphaera bisecta HAY, MOHLER and WADE, p. 393, pl. 10, figs. 1-6 
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1966 Cyclococcolithus dicfJ'OdtJS (DEFANDHE and FEHT) HAY and ToWE, HAQ, 
(pro parte), pi. 2, fig. 5, pl. 6, figs. 4, 5 

1967 Dic!J<ococcites danicm BLACK, p. 141, fig. 2 
1968 Reticulofenestra dictyoda (DEFLADNHE and FEHT) of STRADNEH in STHAD

NEH and EDWAHDS, (pro parte) , pi. 13, figs. 1, 2 
1968 Stradmritts dictyodm (DEFLANDHE and FEHT) of HAQ, pp. 31, 32, pl. 2, 

figs. 5-8, pi. 3, figs. 1, 2, 4-8, pi. 4, figs. 3, 6 
I 969 Dic!J ococcites dictyodtts (DEFLANDRE and FERT) of MARTINI, pp. 133. 

134, pl. 1, figs. 5, 6 

DESCRIPTION. - An elliptical species of R.etiwlofenestra with a central area 

having a diameter 25-50 % of that of the coccolith and spanned by laths which 

either continue up ro the median line or end around a narrow elliptical area 

pierced by small slit-like or irregularly shaped holes. In some specimens only 

every alternate lath extends ro the central Jine. The proxmal shield covers up to 

80 % of the distal shield and both shields are composed of equal numbers of 

elements varying from 45 ro 60. The length of the coccoliths is 5.3-11 fl· 

On the distal side this species shows variable construction. The central area is 

either surrounded by a ring of flat imbricated crystals arranged in one or more 

layers, or is completely covered by a disc of crystal plates (Sy·racosphaerct biseclrt 
of HAY, MOHLER and WADE). 

REMARKS.- The unidentified specimen illusrrated by HAQ (1966, PI. 6, figs. 4. 
5) represents rhe distal view of R. sciss1t·ra. The disc-covered view of this species 

is easy ro recognize under the light microscope. 

OCCURRENCE. - Earlier recorded from Upper Eocene ro Upper OJigocene 

(Sphenolithtts ciperoensis Zone). In the present material observed in Hohne 

1001, Hankensbi.ittel Si.id 1001, Helmstedt, Piepenhagen, lehrre, Schermbeck 

and Doberg (layers 8, 27, 32, and 49). 

Reticulofenestra cf. R. scissura HAY, MOHLER and W/ ADE 

PI. II, figs. 8-10 

1966 Cyclococcolithus dictyocltts (DEFLANDHE and FEHT) of HAQ, (pro parte ), 
pi. 2, fig. 2, pi. 6, figs. 2, 6 

DESCRIPTIO! . - large ( 1 l-13 /' in length) subcircular coccoliths with a 

central area having a diameter 20-25 C){: of that of the whole coccolith and 

filled with rugged laths or bars, which may fill the central area completely in 

some specimens (d ue ro recrystallization ?) leaving impressions of space or pore 

fillings. The proximal shield covers up ro 80 Cff of the di tal shield and both 

shields are composed of 68-90 rays . 

REMARKS. - These forms show similarity to Retictflofenestrct cmtillawm (BLACK) 

n.comb. (ex Dictyococcites cmtillamnz BLACK, 1967, pp. 141 , 142, figs. 3) in 
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the number of rays of the shi elds. However, the latter has a larger central area 

and the la ths filling the ce ntral area are more robust, each formed by the fusion 

of two or more rays. 

OCCURRENCE. - H o hn e 1001 (127.2 m ) and Helmsted t. 

R.eticulofenestra umbilica (LEVI N) MARTINI and RITZKOWSKI 

Pl. VII, figs . 5, 6; PI. X, figs . 12, 13 

1965 CoccolithttS umbilictts LEVIN, p . 265, pi. 4 1, fig. 2 
1966 R. eticulo fenestra ccmcasica HAY, MOHLER and WADE, p. 386, pi. 3, figs. 

1, 2, pl. 4, figs. 1, 2 
1966 CoccolithttJ pelycomorphtts REINHARDT, p. 516, pl. 1, fig. 7 
1967 Apertapetra mnbiliws (LEVIN) LEVIN and JOERGER, p. 166, pl. 1, figs. 

9a-c 
1967 Coccolitlms pelycomorphus REINHARDT, RElNHAHDT, p . 206, pi. 1, figs. 

10, 11 , 14, pl. 5, fig. 10, pl. 7, fig. 4 
1967 R etiwlofemstra ca11camca HAY, MOHLER and WADE, PERCH-NIELSEN, 

p. 26, pl. 1, figs. 9-11 
1967 Coccolithtts ttmbilicu.r LEVIN, GARTNER and SMITH, p. 3, pi. 2, figs. 1-3 
1967 Apertapetra ttmbilicm (LEVIN), BRAMLETTE and WILCOXON, p. 101, 

pi. 5, figs. 1, 2 
1968 Reticttlofenest1·a placomorpha (KAMPTNER) STRADNER in STRADNER and 

EDWARDS, pp. 22-24, pis. 19-21, pl. 22, figs. 1, 2, pls. 23, 24, 25, figs. 
1, 2, text-fig. 2A 

1968 R eticulofenestra placomorpha (KAMPTNER) STRADNER, HAQ, pp. 29, 30, 
pi. 5, figs. l-5, pJ. 3, fig . 3 

1968 Reticttlofenestra ttmbilica (LEVIN) MARTI N I and RITZKOWSK!, p . 245, pi. 
l, figs . 11, 12 

1969 Retict~lofenest-ra 11mbilica (LEVIN ) MARTIN I and RITZKOWSK!, MARTINI, 
pp. 137, 138 

R EMARKS. - Good descriptions of this species have been given by var ious authors, 

(e. g. GARTNER and SMITH, 1967, and STRADNER and EDWARDS, 1968 - by the 

latter under R . placomorphct). 

O CCURRENCE.- Earlier recorded from Middle Eocene to the top of the Ericsonia 

wbdisticha Zone. In the present material observed in Hohne 1001, Hankensbi.ittel 

Si.id 1001 62 (60.5 m ), Helmstedt, Piepenhagen and lehrte. 

Genus P rinsius HAY and MoHLER emend. 

Priusius hesslandi (HAQ) n. comb. 

PI. II, fig . 6 

1966 Ericsonia hesslandii HAQ, pp. 32, 33, pi. 1, fig. 6, pi. 3, fig . 1, pi. 4, fig. 3, 
pi. 5, figs. 3, 5 

1969 Ericsonia hesslandii HAQ, ROTH in BAUMANN and ROTH, p. 313 
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DESCRIPTION.- Subcircular forms with a broad ring of flat and almost rectangu

lar crystals arranged in layers surrounding the narrow central depression on the 

distal side of the coccolith. The crystals of the lower layer of the central disc 

strongly imbricated. The length of the species varies between 3.5 and 9 11 and 

the number of rays on the distal shield between 33 and 48. 

REMARKS. - This species differs from P. martinii (PERCH-NIELSEN) which has 

no distinct central opening as seen from the distal side and is also more oval 

than elliptical. Prinsitts arenus (HAY and TOWE) n. comb. (ex Umbilicosphaera 

arenct HAY and TowE, 1962, pp. 503, 504, Pl. 2, figs. 3, 5) differs from the 

present species in having more numerous and smaller crystals on the inner layer 

of the central disc and the central opening is also wider. 

OCCURRENCE. - Originally described from the Upper Oligocene of Syria (HAQ, 

1966) . Here observed in the samples from Doberg (layers 37 and 49) . 

Prinsius minutus HAQ, n. sp. 

PI. VI, figs. 4, 5 

DIAGNOSIS. - A minute elliptical species 2-3 ,n 1n length and possessing a 

single wide ring of crystals around a wide central opening on the distal side. 

DESCRIPTION. - Most specimens 2.5-3 ,u in length. The ring of crystals 

composed of numerous small flat crystals arranged in a single layer around a wide 

central opening. The ring of crystal covers about 65 % of the total area of the 

distal shield. Number of rays on the distal shield 40-50. 

REMARKS. - This species differs from P. hesslandi (HAQ) m being smaller 

and having a broader single-layered ring of crystals around a wider central 

opening. 

HOLOTYPE NEGATIVE. - H 858. 

DIMENSION OF HOLOTYPE. - length 3 ,ll, width 2.4 ,u, length of the ring of 

crystals around central opening 2 ,u. 

OCCURRENCE. - R ecorded from Doberg (layers 8 and 10) and Borken. 

Genus Cycloplacolithella HAQ 

Subcircular to circular placoliths with a well defined central opening which 

is surrounded by one or more cycles of crystals on the distal side. 
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Cycloplacolitlrella ma rismo ntiurn (BLACK) n. comb. 

PI. II, figs. 1-3 

1964 Coccolithm marismontium BLACK, p. 309, pi. 51, figs. 1, 2, pi. 52, fig. 3 
1966 Coccolithm marismontimn BLACK, HAQ, pp. 28, 29, pi. 1, figs. I, 2 

DESCRIPTION. - Subcircular ro circular coccoliths. The prominent central 

opening on the distal side is surrounded by two rings of plates consisting of 

nearly rectangular, slightly overlapping crystals and an outer ring consisting 

of thin, long and strongly imbricated crystals. Proximal shield of simple con

struction and occupies up to 80 % of the tOtal area of the eo eolith. umber 

of rays from 35 ro 55. Diameter of the distal shield 3 ro 9.5 ,u. 

OCCURRENCE. - Originally described from the Middle Eocene of Muir Seamounr 

(BLACK, 1964). In the present material recorded from Hohne 1001, Hankens

bi.ittel Si.id 1001 (267.7 and 260.0 m ), Piepenhagen, Lehrre, Doberg and 

Astrup. 

Cycloplaculithella sp. 

PI. IX, figs . 7, 8 

REMARKS. - A few specimen of a usually poorly preserved small circular form 

(3.6-4 ,u in diameter) were observed in the Astrup material. They show two 

closely appressed shields with 30-32 imbricated elements and a central opening 

about 11 3 as wide as the coccolith. 

Genus Cruciplacolithus HAY and MOHLER 

Cr uciplacolithus tarquinius ROTH and HAY 

PI. XVIll, fig. 2 

1967 Cmciplacolithtts tarqttinitts R OTH and HAY in HAY et al ., p . 446, pl. 6, 
fig. 8 

DESCHIPTION. - On the distal side a cycle of flat tubular crystals surround the 

elliptical central opening which is spanned by a delicate cross. The margins of 

the cycle of crystals serrate. Distal shield composed of 30-36 rays. Larger 

diameter 4.2-6.5 ,n in the present material. 

Occ RHE 'CE. - Originally described from the Ericsomia wbdisticha Zone of 

the ]OIDES preliminary hole 5. In the present material observed in samples from 

Helmsredr and Schermbeck. 
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Crrtciplacolitlms tenuiforatus CLOCCHJATTl and ]ERKOV!C 

PI. X, fig. 11 

1970 Crttciplacolithus tenuijol'atus CLOCCHIATII and }ERKOVlC, pp. 1-6, pis. 
1, 2 

DESCRJ PTlON. - Elliptical to subcircular forms 3-8 ,u in length in the present 

material having a proximal shield of similar construction to the genus E1'icsonia. 

The length of the central opening ranges from 20-25 % of the length of the 

coccolith and it is spanned by a delicate cross. In smaller specimens the arms of 

the cross extend into the ring of crystals surrounding the central opening. Number 

of rays 40-50. 

REMARKS. - The larger specimens of this form are similar in construction 

to Coccolithus eopelagicus BRAMLETTE and RIEDEL and are only provisionally 

included under this taxon, pending further study. 

OccURRENCE.- Originally reported from the Miocene of Algeria and Yugoslavia 

(CLOCCHIATII and JERKOVIC, 1970). Here recorded from Hankensbi_ittel Si.id 

62 (60.5 m), Helmstcdt, Borken and Doberg. 

Genus Cyclococcolithus KAMPTNER 

Circular placoliths with a closed central area. 

TYPE SPECI.ES. - Cyclococcolith11s leptopo-ms (MURRA Y and BLACKMAN) 

KAMPTNER. 

Cyclococcolithus inversus DEFLANDRE 

PJ.IX, figs . 1-3; Pl. XVIII, figs . 3, 4 

1954 Cyclococcolithtts leptopMtts var. inversus DEFLANDRE in DEFLANDRE and 
FERT, p. 150, pi. 9, figs. 4, 5 (non figs. 6, 7) 

1965 Cyclococcolithus leptoponts var. inve1'sus DEFLANDRE, COHEN, p. 26, pl. 
18, fig . e, pi. 20, fig. a 

1966 Cyclococcolithus invet·sus DEFLANDRE, HAY, MOHLER and WADE, p. 389, 
pl. 7, fig. 2 

1968 Cyclococcolithtts inversus (DEFLANDRE) HAY, MOHLER and WADE, 
STRADNER in STRADNER and EDWARDS, p. 25, pi. 26, figs. 1, 2, pi. 27, 
figs. 1-6 

1968 Cyclococcolithm invemts (DEFLANDRE) HAY, MoHLER and WADE, HAQ, 
pp. 24, 25, pi. 8, fig. 1 (non fig. 2) 

1968 Cyclococcolithtts blacki HAQ, (pro parte), pi. 4, fig. 8 
1969 Cyclococcolithtts inversus DEFLANDRE, MARTINI, pp. 132, 133, pl. 1, 

figs. 3, 4 

DESCRIPTION. - The proximal view shows both shields to be constructed of 
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broad, flat rays (23-30 in number) with flattened outer margins . The proximal 

shield covers up to 80 r>-f of the distal shield. The diameter of the central area 

is about 30 7c of that of the coccolith and it is closed by a disc of crystals. 

On the distal side the rays of the distal shield show stronger imbrication and 

the cemral area is depressed like the mouth of a shallow crater. The scanning 

e~ectronmicrographs show the thickness of this species to be approximately 15 % 
of the diameter of the coccolith. The diameter of the specimens recorded in the 

present material generally rangs from 6.9 to 7.5 ,n, and is rarely as large as 9 ,u. 

OCCURRENCE. - Recorded earlier from Middle Eocene to l ower Oligocene. 

In the present material observed in samples from H ohne 1001 ( 121.7 to 109.7 

m) and H ankensb Littel Si.id 1001 (260.0 m ) and 62 (60.5 m ). 

Genus Pontosphaera LOHMANN 

Pontosphaera alta ROTH 

PI. IV, fig. 7; PI. VI, figs. 9, 12, 13; PI. XIV, figs. 1-3 

1970 Pontosphaera alta ROTH (in press) 

DESCRIPTION. - A species of Pontosphaera with a proximal layer of thin closely 

joined crystal elements usually abour 120 in number, a wall of hig hly inclined 

thin elements, a central area pierced by 25-35 roughly round holes and a faint 

impression of a central furrow along the long axis. The larger diameter of this 

species varies from 8 to 10.7 ,u. 

OCCURRENCE. - Recorded from H ohne 1001, H enkensbi.ittel Si.id 62 (60.5 m ), 

H elmstedt and Doberg (layers 7 and 49). 

Pontosphaera cf. P. alta ROTH 

PI. V I, figs. 10, 11 

REMARKS.- Specimens with only 15-16 pores in the central area are recorded 

under the present taxon. They are generally smaller than the typical P. alta 

with 25-30 pores in the central area. Occur in assoc iation with P. alta; they 

probably represent juvenile forms of thi s species. 

Pontosphaera vadosa HAY, MOHLER and WADE 

(For synonymy see HAQ (1971) Part I of this series, p. 23). 

OCCURRENCE. - H ere observed only in H ankensbi.ittel Si.id 1001 (263.7 m ). 
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Ponto&phaera brtkryi HAQ, n. sp. 

PI. VI, figs. 1-3 

DIAGNOSIS. - A species of Pontosphaera with a large central opening spanned 

by an open Z-shaped bridge-like structure and numerous robust laths extending 

from the inner wall of the central open ing ro the bridge. 

DESCRIPTION. - A small species with a basal shield of two layers of crystals; 

these layers are of nearly equal size and closely appressed. The proximal layer 

consists of 65-67 thin rays and the dista l layer of numerous small, thin laths 

strongly inclined and imbricated. The large central opening occupies up ro 70 ~'( 

of the area of the coccal ith and is spanned by a bridge-like structure having 

the shape of an open Z (wi th acme angles) and numerous robust laths which 

extend from the rays of the proximal layer of the basal shield ro the bridge-like 

structure. The bridge elements are slightly thicker than the laths. length 4.4-

4.7 /1 · 

HOLOTYPE EGATIVE.- H973. 

DIMENSIONS OF HOLOTYPE. - length 4.7 ,u , width 3.3 ,u . 

NAME. - In honour of Dr. David BUKRY, U. S. Geological Survey, la Jolla, Cali

fornia. 

OccURRENCE. - Recorded from the samples from Schermbeck. 

Pontosphaera multipara (KAMPTNER) 

PI. IV, figs. 4-6, 8, 9; .Pl. VII, figs . 3, 4; PJ. XIV, figs . 4, 5 

(For synonymy see HAQ (1971) - Part I of this series, p. 21 ). 

REMARKS. - A number of electronmicrographs of this species are presented 

here. Descriptions of this species have been given by STRADNER in STRADNER 

and EDWARDS (1968) and HAQ (1968) . 

OCCURRENCE. - Reported from lower Eocene ro Miocene of various parts of 

the world . In the present material it is recorded in Hohne 1001, Henkensbi.ittel 

Siid 1001 and 62, Helmstedt, Piepenhagen , Lehrte, Borken, Doberg and 

Astrup. 

Pontosphaera plana (BRAMLETTE and SULLIVAN ) n. comb. 

(For synonymy see HAQ (1971)- Part I of this series, pp. 22 , 23 ). 

REMARKS. - Description and illustrations of this species have been given m 

the Part I (HAQ, 1971) of this series. 
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OcCURRE CE. - Reporred from Upper paleocene to Upper Eocene of various 

parrs of the world. Here observed in Hohne 1001, and Hankensblittel Si.id 62 

(57.5 m). 

Pontos{Jhaera rothi HAQ, n. sp. 

PI. IV, figs. 1, 2; PI. V, figs. 6, 7; PI. VII, figs. 1, 2 

DIAG OSIS. - A species of Pontosphaera with a centra l area pierced by small 

pores and surrounded by an outer cycle of large pores. 

DE CRI PT ION. - As seen from the proximal side this species shows a cycle 

of large (I 0-15 ) nearly rectangular openings surrounding an area pierced by 

numerous (9-15) smaller round pores. Other features are similar ro Pontosphaerct 

m1tltipora (KAMPTNER) and these two species seem ro be close relatives as 

intermediate forms indicate (PI. IV, fig. 5). The length of this species varies 

from 6 ro 9 ,u. 

HOL01"YPE EGATIVE. - H46l. 

DIMENSIONS OF HOLOTYPE. - length 6.3 ,11 , width 4.4 ,11 , number of pores in 

the omer cycle 9, in the inner central area 9. 

AME. - In honour of Dr. Peter ROTH, Zi.irich. 

OCCURRENCE. - Occurs in the Ericsonia s11bdisticha Zone of H ankensbtirrel Si.id 

62 and lehrre. Also recorded from Asrrup. 

Genus Transversopontis HAY, MOHLER and WADE 

Elliptical Jopodoliths with a large centra l opening spanned by a transverse 

bridge. 

DISCUSSION. - A number of species placed in this taxon need revision. T. obli

quipons and T. pulcher (both ex Discolithtts) were described by DEFLANORE (in 

DEFLANDRE and FERT, 1954) . The former has the central opening spanned by 

an oblique bridge and DEFLANOHE's illustration of this species (P I. Ll, figs. 1, 

2) does nor show any furrows. The latter has a nearly straight bridge with 

prominent furrows on the basal shield. Both these species range from 6 to 10 ,n 

in length. SULLJVAN (1964) erected Discolithtts pulcheroides, characterized by 

an oblique bridge and fainr furrows on the basal shield and with a length of 

9-12 !'· HAQ (1968) erected Discolithina rectipons, a species with a straight 

bridge and no furrows on the basal shield. His holorype has a length of 8 ,11. 

ROTH and HAY (in HAY et al., 1967) described Tramversopontis zigzag, a species 

characterized by an oblique bridge and a coarsely perforate grille filling the two 
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windows below and above the bridge (leng th 4.7-6 ,11 ). A study of the electron

micrographs of various forms of this genus in the present material and those 

of other authors (e. g . HAY, MOHLER and WADE, 1966; HAY et al., 1967, STRAD

NER and EDWARDS, 1968; and HAQ, 1968) reveals that furrows are present and 

can be seen only fro m the dis ra l side of these forms and are not visi ble on the 

prox imal side. In the light microscope they can in some cases be recognized from 

the proximal side if observed under suitable light conditions. Discolithtts pttlche

roides of SULLIVAN thus proved to be the distal v iew of D. obliqtti.pom o f 

D EFLANDRE, who presented the proximal view in his illustration . Tranwerso

pontis zigzag of ROTH and HAY, on the other hand, possess no furrows and is 

characterized by the g rille fillin g the windows. It is also characterized by the 

peculiar thickening of the bridge on the distal s ide. (Some of the specimens 

referred to D . obliqttipons by STRADNER and EDWARDS, 1968 and HAQ, 1968 
belong to the taxon T. zigzag.) 

TYPE SPECIES. - TranS'Iiersopontis obliqttipom (D EFLANDRE) HAY, MOHLER 

and WADE. 

non 

non 

non 

Transversopontis obliquipons (D EFLANDRE) HAY. MOHLER and WADE 

1954 

1961 

1964 
1965 
1966 

1968 

1968 

1968 

1968 

1967 

Pl. VII, figs. 5, 6; PI. VIII, figs. 1-9; Pl. XVII, figs. 2, 3 

Discolithtts obliqttipons DEFLANDRE in DEFLANDRE and FERT, p . 
139, pi. 11, figs. 1, 2, text-fig. 53 
Discolithus aff. D . pulcher D EFLANDRE, BRAMLEITE and SULLIVAN, 
p. 143, pi. 3, f igs. 9, 10 
Discolithm pttlcheroides SULL!VAN, p . 183, pl. 4, figs. 7 a, b 
Discolithm pttlcheroides SULLJVAN, SULLIVAN, p. 143 
T 1"ansversoponti.s obliquipons (DEFLANDRE) HAY, MOHLER and 
WADE, pl. 8, fig. 5 
Discolithina obliquipons ( D EFLANDRE), STRADNER in STRADNER 
and EDWARDS, pls. 36, 37, pl. 38, figs. 1-5 
Discolithina obliqttipons (DEFLANDRE) STRADNER, HAQ, pl. 7, fi gs. 
4-6, pl. 11, fig. 2 
Discolithina pulcheroides (SULLIVAN ), STRADNER in STRADNER and 
EDWARDS, p . 38, pi. 38, figs. 6-10 
Discolithina pztlcheroides (SULLIVAN) STRADNER, HAQ, p. 38, pl. 7, 
figs. 1-3 
Discolithi.na pttlcheroides (SULLIVAN), LEVJN and ]OERGER, p. 167, 
pl. 2, figs. 8 a-c 

R EMARKS. - As discussed above under the genus Transversopontis, the electron

micrographs show that Discolithm pulcheroides o f SULLIVAN actually represents 

the distal view of T. obliquipons. The furrows are visible on the distal side and 

range in number from 13-24 in the present material. The proximal layer o f 

crystals is composed of about 90-150 thin elements in the specimens represented 

in the present material. Some of the crystal elements of the proximal layer 
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wedge out before reaching the openings. The bridge is thinner on the proximal 
side but becomes gradually thicker towards the distal side and is nearly twice 
as thick when viewed from the disral side. The two openings are oval to 

elliptical in shape. 

OCCURRENCE. - Reported occurring from Upper Paleocene to Upper Eocene. 
Here recorded from H ohne 1001, Hankensbi.ittel Siid l 001, Helmstedt and 
Lehrte. 

1'rcmsversopontis pule her (DEFLANDRE) HAY, MOH LF.H and WADE 

PI. V, figs . 10, 11; PI. XVII, fig. 3 

1954 Discolithus pulcher 0EFLANDRE in 0 EFLANDRE and FERT, p. 142, pi. 12, 
figs. 17, 18 

1961 Discolithm pttlcher 0EFLANDRE, BRAMLETTE and SULLIVAN, p. 143, pl. 
3, figs. 8 a-c 

1962 Discolithtts pulcher 0EFLANDRE, BOUCHI~, p. 82, pi. 1, figs . 7, 8, text
fig. 2 

1964 Discolithus pulcher 0EFLANDRE, SULLIVAN, p. 183, pl. 4, fig. 10 
1965 Discolithtts pulcher 0EFLANDRE, SULLIVAN, p. 34, pl. 5, figs. 5 a, 5 b, 

6a, 6b 
1966 Transversopontis pttlchra (DEFLANDRE) HAY, MOHLER and WADE, p. 391 
1966 TranweHopontis obliquipom (DEFLANDRE) of HAY, MOHLER and WADE, 

pi. 8, fig. 5 
1967 Transversopontis pulchra (DEFLANDRE) HAY, MOHLER and \'{! ADE, 

PERCH-NIELSEN, p. 27, pl. 3, figs. 9-11 

OCCURRENCE. - Originally recorded from the Middle Eocene of Donzacq, France 
(DEFLANDRE in DEFLANDRE and FERT, 1954). Reponed from Lower to Upper 
Eocene by various authors. Here recorded from Hohne 1001 (121.7 to 109.7 m) 
and Helmstedt. 

Transversopontis zigzag ROTH and HAY 

PI. V, figs. 3, 4; Pl. VI, figs. 6-8, 14, 15; Pl. XIV, fig. 7 

1967 Transversopontis zigzag ROTH and HAY in HAY et al., p. 450, pl. 7, figs. 
4-6 

1968 Discolithina obliquipons (DEFLANDRE) of HAQ, pl. 7, figs. 4-6 

REMARKS. - The central opening is spanned by an oblique bridge and the 
two windows are filled by a grille of roughly rounded holes usually 14-16 in 
number. The proximal layer of the basal shield consists of 100 or more thin 
segments. Length 3.5-7 ,11 in the present material. The specimen illustrated by 
STRADNER in STRADNER and EDWARDS (1968, Pis. 36 and 37) under the taxon 
Discolithina obliquipons (DEFLANDRE) also shows grille in the two central 
windows. However, they differ in a number of features from the present species 
- they are smaller 3.5-5.5 1-L in length, the grille is not developed as rounded 
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hol es, but consists of two rows of slit-like holes 111 each window. M oreover, the 

proximal layer of the basal shield consists o f broader and lesser number of 

segments (65-75 as compared ro 100 or more in T. zigzctg). Those form s 

illustrated by STRADNER should probably constitute a new taxon. 

OcCURRENCE. - Originally described from the Cyclococcolithus margaritae and 

Reticttlofemst'l'a laevis Zones of ]OIDES preliminary hole 5 (ROTH and HAY in 

HAY et al., 1967). Here recorded from Hohne 1001, Hankensbi.ittel Si.id 1001, 
Helmstedt, Lehrre and Borken. 

Genus Helicopontosphaera HAY and MOH LER 

Lopodoliths with a spiral wall. 

TYPE SPECIES. - H e/icopontosphcrera kamptmri HAY and MOHLER. 

1-/e /i copontosphaera euphratis (HAQ) MART! NI 

Pl. Ill, fig. 13 

1966 Helicosphttercr euphNrtis HAQ, p. 33, pl. 2, figs. 1, 3 
1967 H elicosphae1'a seminulum BRAMLETTE and SULLIVAN, GARTNER and 

SMITH, (pro pane), pl. 7, fig. 3, (non figs. 1, 2, 4) 
1967 H elicosphaera ca-rteri (WALLICH) KAMPTNER of LEVIN and }OERGER, pl. 

2, figs. 12 a, b , c 
1967 Helicosphaera para/le/a BRAMLETTE and WILCOXON, p. 106, pl. 5, figs. 

9, 10 
1969 Helicop ontosphaera e!tphratis (HAQ) MARTJNJ, p. 136 

REMARKS. - This species is characterized by a closed central area, filled with 

two almost triangular elements. In outline it closely resembles H. intermedia 

(MARTINI) HAY and MOHLER, bur the central area in the latter is spanned by 

a broad oblique bridge which is made up ro two elements and separates two 

narrow elliptical windows. 

OCCURRENCE. - Rare in Hohne 1001 (127.2 and 121.7 m). Originally described 

from the Upper Oligocene of Syria (HAQ, 1966). 

Helicopontosphaera intermedia (MARTINI) HAY and MOHL ER 

Pl. III, figs. 10, 11 

1965 Helicosphaera intermedia MARTINI, p. 404, pl. 35, figs. 1-2 
1967 H elicosphaera intermedia MARTINI, BRAMLETTE and W rLCOXON, p . 105, 

pl. 6, figs. ll, 12 
1967 Helicopontosphaera intermedia (MAR ITNI) HAY and MoHLER in HAY 

et al., p. 448 
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1969 H elicopontosphaera intermedia (MARITNI) HAY and MOHLER, MARTIN! , 
p. 136, pl. 1, figs. 11, 12 

REMARKS. - The cemral area is spanned by an oblique bridge separating two 
narrow elliptical windows. The bridge is composed of two broad elements. The 
distal side of the lopodo!ith is composed of thin laths arranged tangentially 
along the margins but spirally around the central opening. 

OcCURRENCE. - Reported from Oligocene to lower Miocene. In the present 
materia l recorded from Hohne 1001 (127.2 and 121.7 m). 

Heliropontnsplwera lnphota (BRAMLETTE and SULLJVAN) 

PI. III, fig. 12 

1961 H elicosphaera senzimtlmn /ophota BRAMLETTE and SULLIVAN, p. 144, pi. 
4, figs. 3 a, b, 4 

1967 a H eficosphaera senzimtlt.tnz lophota BRAMLETTE and SULLIYAN, PERCH-
NIELSEN, pp. 25, 26, pi. 3, figs. 1-3 

REMARKS. - This species is characterized by an oblique bridge separating two 
oval windows. In H. internzeclia the bridge is broader and made up of two parallel 
elements; the windows are ellip tical, whereas, in H. euphratis the central opening 
is completely closed. 

OCCURRENCE. - Recorded from lower to Upper Eocene. In the present material 
it occurs in rare numbers in the Ericso11ia mbdisticha Zone of Hankensbi.ittel 
Si.id 1001 (260.0 m) . 

Helicopontosphae ra seminulum (BRAMLETTE and SULLIVAN) 

1961 H elicosphaera senzimtlunz senzinztl~tm BRAMLETTE and SULLIVAN, p. 144, 
pl. 4, figs. 1 a-c, 2 

1967 a H elicosphaera senzimtlmn semimtlttm BRAMLETTE and SULLIVAN, PERCH-
NIELSEN, p. 25 , pi. 3, figs. 4, 5 

REMARKS. - PERCH-NIELSEN (1967 a, Pl. 3, figs. 4, 5) has illustrated this 
species wi th elecrronmicrographs. They show a bridge parallel to the short ax1s 
of the lopodolith separating the two almost circular windows. 

OCCURRENCE. - Described from lower to Upper Eocene. H ere recorded from 
Hohne 1001 (109.7 m) and Hankensbi.ittel Si.id 1001 (260.0 m). 

Genus Cyclolithella loEBLJCH and TAPPAN 

Cyclolithella aff. C. inflexa (KAMPTNER) lOEBLJCH and T APPAN 

PI. X, figs. 5-7 

REMARKS. - Three oval specimens (lengths 4.3, 5.4 and 4.9 fl, respectively) 
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are provisisonally referred to this taxon. They are composed of 40-49 slighrly 

imbricated elements enclosing wide centra l openings. The proximal view (Pl. X , 

fig. 5) shows two cycles of crystals with elements imbricated in the opposite 
directions. Occurs in rare numbers in H ohne 1001 (127.2 and 116.7 m) . 

Genus Pyrocyclus HAY and TowE 

Pyrocyrlus h e rmosus ROTH and HAY 

PI. X, fi g. 9 

1967 Pyrocyclm hennaS/Is ROTH and HAY in HAY et t~l . , p. 448, pi. 6, figs. 
10-12 

OCCURRENCE. - Reported from the Oligocene of }OIDES preliminary hole 5 

(ROTH and HAY in HAY et al., 1967) and th e Upper Eocene of Rakhi NaJa, 

West Pakistan (HAQ, 1971). In the present material recorded only in th e 

Ericsonia S?tbdistichcl Zone of lehrte. 

Genus Blackites HAY and TowE 

Blackites spinoszu (DEFLANDR E) HAY and TOWE 

PI. XI, figs. 1-5; Pl. XVII, figs. 4-7 

(For synonymy see HAQ (1971) Part I of this series, pp. 24, 25) 

DESCRIPTION. - A circular basal shield consisting of an outer ring of large 

rectangular crystals, a second ring of laths extending from the outer ring to a 

third ring of highly inclined and imbricated crystals arranged spirally around 

an inner ring of similar bm differently orientated crystals. The inner ring 

surrounds a wide circular cenrral opening. The basa l shield is surmounted by 

a thick upwards tapering stem, extending upwards apparently from the second 

ring of lath-like crystals. The stem is composed of crystal-la ths which are 

arranged more spirally closer tO the basal shield . Diameter of the basal shield 

3-5.5 ,u, length of the stem 9.5-16.6 ,u. 

OCCURRENCE. - Occurs at Hohne 1001, H elmstedt and Piepenhagen . 

Genus Rhabdosphaera HAECK EL 

Rhabdosphaera spirutla LEVIN 

(For synonymy see HAQ ( 1971) Part I of this series, p . 30). 

OcCURRENCE. - R eported from the Upper Eocene of Mississippi (Yazoo For

mation) and Upper Eocene tO Middle Oligocene of Alabama (LEVIN, 1965; 
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LEVIN and }OERGER, 1967), Lower Eocene of Zinda Pir, (HAQ, 1967) and Upper 

Eocene of Louisiana (Yazoo Formarion) (GA RTNER and SMITH, 1967) . Here 

recorded from H ohne 1001 , Lehrce and Schermbeck. 

R habdosphaera tetutisl BRAMLEITE and SU LLIVAN 

PL V, fig. 14; (? ) PL XI, fig. 3 

1961 R habdosphctMtt tenttis BRAMLEITE and SULLIVAN, p . 147, pi. 5, figs. p. 
14 a, b 

1964 R habdosphaem temtis BRAMLEITE and SULLIVAN, SULLIVAN, p. 186, pi. 
7, figs. 4 a, b 

1965 R.habdosphaerct tenttis BRAMLEITE and SULLIVAN, SULLIVAN, p . 37, pJ 
7, figs. 10 a, b 

1967 Rhabdosphaera temtis BRAMLEITE and SU LLIVAN, L EVIN and }OERGER, 
p. 169, pl. 2, figs. 16 a, b 

1969 Rhabdosphaera tenttis BRAMETTE and SULLJVAN, MARTINI, pp. 138, 139, 
pi. 3, figs. 30, 31 

REMARKS. - The eleccronmicrograph in PI. XI, fig. 3 shows a basal shield of abom 

4 ,u widrb, composed of numerous rbin elements. A rbick upwards capering srem 

of abour 26 ,11 rhi ckness surmoums rhis basal shield. le is composed of very 

small crysral larhs of equal size and shape. 

OCCURRENCE. - Reponed from Middle Eocene ro Middle Oligocene. In rhe 

presenr marerial ir is recorded from boreboles H ob ne 1001, and Hankensbi.irrel 

Si.id 1001 and 62 and H elmsredr and Piepenhagen. 

Genus Zygrhablithus DEFLANDRE 

Zygrhablithr~s bijugatus DEFLANDRE 

PI. XII, fig. 5; PI. X III, figs. 11-14; Pl. XVll, fig . 8 

(for synonymy see HAQ (1971 ) Part I of rhis series, pp. 30, 31 ) . 

OCCURRENCE. - R eporred from Eocene ro Oligocene in many parts of rhe 

world. In rhe presenr marerial recorded in H ohne 1001 , H ankensbi.i rrel Si.id 

1001 and 62, Helmsredr, Piepenhagen, Schermbeck, D oberg (layers 7 and 49) 

and Borken. 

Genus Discoaster TAN SJN HoK 

Discoaster barbadiensis";T AN SIN HOK 

(For synonymy see HAQ (1971 ) Parr I of rbis seri es, p. 35). 

OccURR ENCE. - Occurs reworked in rare numbers in rhe Ericsonia mbdistichct 
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Zone of Hohne 1001. Recorded from Upper Paleocene to Upper Eocene 111 

many parts of the world. 

Disconster binodosus MARTIN l 

PI. XII, fig. 9 

(For synonymy see HAQ (1971) Parr I of this series, p . 36). 

OCCUIUtENCE. - Reported from Upper Paleocene ro Upper Eocene. Here re

corded on ly from H oh ne 1001 (127.2 m). 

Discoaster de.flandrei BRAMLE·n-E and RlEDEL 

PI. XII, fig. 10 

1954 Discoaster c/eflandrei BRAMLETI"E and RIEDEL, p. 399, pi. 39, fig. 6, 
text-figs. 1 a-c 

1958 Discoaster deflandrei BRAMLETTE and RIEDEL, MARTINI , pp. 363, 364 , 
pi. 5, figs. 23 a-c 

1961 Discoaster deflmzdrei BRAMLETfE and RIEDEL, MAHTINI , p. 13, pi. 3, 
fig. 27 

1961 Discoaster deflandrei BRAMLETTE and RIEDEL, BRAMLETTE and SULLI 
VAN, p . 158, pi. 11, figs . 4 a, b 

1964 Discoctster deflandrei BRAMLETTE and RrEDEL, SULLIVAN, p. 190, pi. 11 , 
figs. 8, 9 

1965 Discoaster deflcmd1·ei BRAMLETTE and RtEDEL, SULLIVAN, p. 41 
l966 Discoaster def/andrei BRAMLETTE and RIEDEL, HAY, MOHLER and WADE, 

p. 396 
1967 Discoaster deflandrei BRAMLETTE and RIEDEL, BRAMLETrE and WLL· 

COXON, pp. 109, 110, pi. 7 ,fig. 4 

OCCURRENCE. - Reported from Upper Eocene to Miocene of many parts of 

the world. Here observed in the Ericsonia wbdiJtichct Zone of Hankensbi.ittel 

Si.id 1001 (265.7 m). 

Discoaster incomptlts HAY 

PI. XII, fig. 8 

1967 D iscoaster incornptlfs HAY in HAY et al., p . 451, pi. 1, fig. 3 

DESCRIPTION. - Six-rayed asterolith with rays arranged in a double set of three 

rays in each with a 120° angle between ad jacent rays. Tips of the rays rounded, 

middle portions slightly thickened. 

OCC URRENCE. - Originally described as ranging from the Discoaster tani nodifer 

ro the Isthmolithlfs recmvtts Zones (HAY et al., 1967). Here recorded from H ohne 

1001 (121.7 m) , and Helmstedr. 
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Discoaste r aff. D. ornatus STRADNER 

Pl. XI, figs. 7, 8 

REMARKS. - The two specimens illustrated here are common tn the lower part 

of Hohne l 00 l. They have six short ( 6.5-9.5 ,u) apically rounded rays with 

a large fiar central area. The specimens show some affinity to D . omattts 
STRADNER. 

Discoaster aff. D. saipane nsis BRAMLETTE and RIEDEL 

PI. XII , fig. 3 

REMARKS.- A few specimens of this form were observed at H ohne 1001 
(121.7 m ) . They have six short arms joined for abom half their length and have 

sutures between the arms. The specimen illustrated here shows similarity to the 

stemless side view of D . saipanemis BRAMLETTE and RIEDEL. 

Discoaster I ani nodifer BHAMLETTE and RI EDEL 

PI. XII, fig. 4 

(for synonymy see HAQ (1971) Part I of this series, p. 42). 

OCCURRENCE.- In the present material recorded from Hohne 1001, Helmstedt, 

Piepenhagen and Lehrte. Originally reported from rhe Upper Eocene of New 

Zealand, Saipan and the Mariana Islands (BRAMU!TE and RIEDEL, 1954). 

Genus Micrantholithus DEFLANDRE 

Micrcwtlwlitlws jlos DEFLAN DH E 

1950 1\!Iimmtho/ithus flos DEFLANDHE, p. 1157, text-figs. !:l-11 
1954 Micrantholithus flos DEFLANDRE, DEFLANDRE and FERT, p. 166, pl. 13 , 

figs. 10, 11 , text-figs. 113, 114 
1958 Mic1·antholithus flos DEFLANDRE, MARTINI, p. 356, pi. 1, figs. 2 a-c 
1961 Mimmtholith11s flos DEFLANDRE, MARTINI, p. 6, pi. , fig. 11 
l96l Mic·rantholithm flos DEFLANDRE, BRAMLETIE and SULUVAN, p. 155, pi. 

9, figs. 8 a, b 
l964 MicrantholithiiS flos DEHANDRE, SULUVAN, p. 189, pl. 9, figs. 5 a, b 
1965 Micrantholithtts flos DEFLANDRE, SULLlVAN, p. 40, pi. 9, figs. 1-3 a, b 

OccuRRE CE.- In the prestnr material, observed in the Ericsonic1 Sllbdisticha 
Zone of Helmstedr. Reported from Upper Paleocene to Middle Eocene by 

various authors. 
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Micrantlwlithus vesper DEFLANDRE 

PI. XII, fig. 7; PI. XIII, fig. 3 

(For synonymy see HAQ (1971) Part I of this series, p. 50). 

OCCURRENCE. - Reported from lower co Upper Eocene in various pares of the 

world. In the presenr material recorded from Hohne (116.7 and 109.7 m), Helm

stedt and lehrce. 

Genus Braarudosphaera DEFLANDHE 

Braamdosphaera bigelowi (GRAN and BRAARUD) DEFLANDRE 

PI. V , fig. 13; PI. XI, fig . 6 

(for synonymy see HAQ (1971) Pare I of this series, pp. 47, 4~). 

OCCURRENCE. - R ecorded from H ohne 1001, Hankensbtittel Stid 1001 and 62. 
Helmstedt, Borken and Schermbeck. Abundam in H ankensbtictel Stid 62. 

Genus Goniolithus DEFLANDRE 

Pencaliths showing no sutures on either side. 

TYPE SPECIES. - Goniolit/ms fl~tckigeri DEFLANDRE. 

Goniolithus fluckigeri DEFLANDRE 

1957 Goniolithtts f/ttckigeri DEFLANDRE, p. 2539, figs. 1-4 
1964 Gonio/ith11S fluckigeri DEFLANDRE, MARTINI, p. 19, pi. 6, figs. 1-9 
1967 Goniolitbw cf. G. jl1tckgeri DEFLANDRE, HAY and MOHLER, p. 1536, pi. 

202, figs. 4, 5 
1968 Braa·mdospbaera sp. of HAQ, pp. 42, 43, pi. 11, figs. 5, 6 
1968 Goniolitb11S f/uckigeri DEFLANDR.E, STRADNER in STRADNER and Eo-

WARDS, p. 42, text-figs. 8/ 1 a-c, 2 d-f, pl. 41, figs. 1, 2 
1969 Goniofitbtts flttckigeri DEFLANDRE, MARTINI , p. 142, pJ. 3, figs. 34, 35 

OccuRRENCE. - Reported from Lower Maestrichtian co Middle Oligocene. In the 

present material recorded from Hohne 1001 ( 109.7 m). 

Genus Sphenolithus DEFLANDRE 

Sphenolitlrus moriformis (BRONNIMANN and STRADNER) BRAMLE'ITJ: 

and WJLCOXON 

PI. XIII, figs. 9, 10 

(For synonymy see HAQ (1971) Part I of this series, pp. 33, 34). 

REMARKS. - The elecrronmicrographs illustrated here are of poorly preserved 
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specimens showing the top views of this species. The spec ies is eas il y recognizable 

in the light microscope. Occurs in most samples studied here. 

Genus Trochoaster KLUMPP 

Trochnaster sp. 

PI. XII, fig. 6 

DESCRIPTION.- A three cornered form with outward bulging side. Three major 

ridges extend from each corner into the cenrral area and minor ridges criss-cross 

the whole surface. Each side about 10 ." in length. 

REMARKS. - This form seems to represent an intermediate stage between 

Litbos11'omatio11 and Trocbo ct.rter. 

OcCURRENCE. - Rare in the Ericsonia Sllbdisticha Zone of Hankensbi.irrel Si.id 

1001 (267.7 m). 

Genus lsthmolithus DEFLANDH E 

Elongate parallelograms with two transverse septa dividing the parallelogram 

inro three windows. 

TYPE SPECIES. - l.rthrno/ithm recttrl 't!S DEFLANDRE. 

I sthmolithus recurvus DEFLANDRE 

PI. XII, fig. 1; PI. XIII, figs. 1, 2; PI. XVII, fig. 9 

1954 lsthmolithm recttrt '11S DEFLANDRE in DEFLANDRE and FEHT, p. 169, pl. 12, 
figs. 9-13, text-figs. 119-122 

1958 lsthmolithm recttrvm DEFLANDRE, MARTINI, p. 37, pl. 12, figs. 5 a, b 
1960 lsthmolithm recmms DEFLANDRE, MARTINI, p. 84, pl. 11, fig. 38 
1960 l sthmolith11S 1'ecttrvtts DEFLANDRE, BRONNIMANN and STRADNER, p. 367, 

text-fig. 44 
1961 l sthrnolitbtts rectlrt'IIJ DEFLANDRE, MARTINI, p. 26 
1962 lsthmo/ithm rectJfV11S DEFLANDRE, MARTINI, p. 280 
1962 Jsthmo/ithm recttrVtts DEFLANDRE, DEFLANDRE, p. 5, fig. e 
1964 lsthmolithm recttrvm DEFLANDRE, STRADNER, p. 135, text-figs. 20, 21 
1965 l sthmolithm ·reettrvm DEFLANDRE, LEVIN, p. 269, pi. 42, fig. 10 
1966 lsthmolithus recJtrl'lls DEFLANDHE, HAY, MOHLER and \Y:f ADE, p. 396, 

pi. 12, figs. 1-3, pl. 13, fig. 3 
1966 lsthrnolith!tS reC/tH'IIS DEFLANDRE, REI HARDT, p. 46, pl. 21, figs. 14, 15 
1967 lsthrnofith11s recttn'ttS DEFLANDRE, LEVIN and JOERGER, p. 173, pl. 4, figs. 

12 a, b 
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1968 lsthmolithtts 1·ecurvus DEFLANDRE, STRADNER 10 STRADNER and Eo-
WARDS, pp. 43, 44, pis. 45, 46 

1968 lsthmolithttS recttn'tts DEFLANDRE, HAQ, pp. 48, 49, pi. 9, figs. 1-7 
1968 lsthmofithus recurvtts DEFLANDRE, lOCKER, pi. 2, fig. 5 
1969 lsthmo/ithm rec11rvus DEFLANDRE, MARTINI , p. 145 

OCCURRENCE. - Occurs in the Upper Eocene and lower Oligocene. H ere 

recorded from H ohne 1001, H ankensbi.ittel Si.id 1001, Helmstedt, Piepenhagen 

and lehrre. Its upper boundary lies within the Ericsonia sttbdisticha Zone. 

Genus Corannulus STRADNER 

Hollow cylindrical forms with few lateral spines. 

TYPE SPECIES. - Coranmtltts germanicm STRADNER. 

Corannulus germanicus STRADNER 

PI. XII, fig. 2 

1958 "Umbestimmtes Skelettelemen(' MARTINI , pi. 6, fig. 31 
1962 Coranmtlus germmziuts STRADNER, p . 366, pi. 1, figs. 21-30 
1966 Diademopetra lmna HAY, MOHLER and WADE, p. 397, pi. 13, figs . 4, 5 
1968 Corannulus germanicm STRADNER, LOCKER, pi. 1, fig. 11 
1969 Corannulus germaniws STRADNER, MARTINI , p. 145 

REMARKS. - HAY, MoHLER and WADE (1966) have given an electronmicro

graph of this species (under the taxon Diademopetra luma) which shows a shore 

cyl indrical tube with 7 short lateral spines. In the present material the spines 

are 6- 8 in number and the diameter of the hollow cylinder 6--8 ,u. 

OCCURRENCE. - This species appears in the Upper Eocene and extends up ro 

the Ericsonia subdisticha Zone. In the present material it is recorded from 

borehole Hohne 1001 (12L7-115.7 m). 

Genus Triquetrorhabdulus MARTINI, emend. BRAMLETTE and WlLCOXON 

Rod-like forms with three edges 120° apart with ends rounded or poinred. 

TYPE SPECIES. - T1·iqttetrorhabdztlus carina/m MARTINI. 

1'riquetrorhabdulrts carinatus MART! I 

Pi. XIII, fig. 4 

1965 Triquetrorhabdultts carinatus MARTINI , p. 408, pi. 38, figs. 1-3 
1967 T riquetrorhabdulus carina/us MARTINI, BRAMLETTE and W!LCOXON, p. 

128, pi. 9, figs . 14-16 
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OCCURRENCE. - Restricted tO Upper Oligocene and Lower Miocene. Nor re

corded in the present material. 

Genus Discolobatus HAQ, 11. gen . 

DIAGNOSIS. - Thick circular forms wirh commonly 6--9 lobes formed by 

thicken ing of the periphery. The central area may have additional lobes or is 

fiar and depressed. 

TYPE SPECIES. - DiscolobclttiJ enigrnatum HAQ, 11. sp. 

Discolobatzts enig matum HAQ, n. sp . 

PI. V , figs . 8, 9 

1971 "Circu lar forms of unknown affinity" HAQ, p. 52, pi. 10, fig. 6 

DIAGNOSIS. - Same as for the genus. 

DESCRIPTION. - Thick circular discs with periphery showing alternate thicker 

and thinner pans. The thicker pans generally produced intO 6-9 lobes. The 

central area fiar and depressed. 

HOLOTYPE. - Slide H26. 

DIMENSIONS OF HOLOTYPE. - Diameter l) ,11 , 6 lobes. 

Locus TYPUS. - H ohne 1001 ( 12l.7 m). 

OCCURRENCE. - Reported from the Middle and Upper Eocene of Rakhi Nala, 

\'qest Pakistan (HAQ, 1971 ) . Here recorded from Hohne 1001, and Hankensbi.ittel 

Si.id 1001. 

Species A of unknown affinity 

PI. V, fig. 5 

R EMARKS.- A solid elliptical disc without a central opening and divided by two 

wavy sutures wich are placed asymmetrically cowards the opposite side of the 

poles of the ellipse. Length about 6 ,u. Occurs in rare numbers associated with 

the Ericsonia subdisticha Zone assemblage of Helmstedt. 

Species B of unknown affinity 

PI. X , fig. 4 

REMARKS. - Large oval form ( 15 ,u in length and 12.5 ,11 in width) a large 

oval central opening and a broad rim composed of thin crystal-laths of equal size 
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and shape. The central area may have been filled at one t11ne. The specimen 

illustrated here represents the d1stal view of this form. lr occurs in rare numbers 

in H obne 1001 (127.2 m ) and Hankensbi.irtel Si.id 1001 (267.7 m). 

Quadrates of unknown affinity 

PI. Xlll, figs. 6, 7, 8; PI. XVII , fig. 1 

1971 "Quadrates of unknown affinity"' HAQ, p. 52, pi. J 2, figs. 1, 2; pi. 14, fig. 7 

REMARKS. - Two distinctly different varieties of quadrate forms were observed 

in the presenr marerial. Variety A shows few depressions on the surface of the 

quadrates (PI. XIII, figs. 6, 7; PI. XVII, fig. 1), whereas, variety B shows numerous 

small depressions covering the whole surface (PI. XIII, fig. 8). Variety A has been 

recorded from Paleocene and Eocene assemblages of Persia and West Pakistan 

(HAQ, 1971) and is here recorded from Hohne 1001, Hankensbi.irrel Si.id 1001, 
Helmstedt, lebrre and Asrrup. Variety B is recorded from Hohne 1001 and 

Hankensbuttel Si.id 1001. 
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PLATES 

(All transmission elecrronmicrographs are printed reversed ) 



Figs. 1, 2 

Fig. 3 

Figs. 4, 5 

Figs. 6-8 

Fig. 9 

Fig. 10, ]] 

Figs. 12-14 

PLATE I 

(All figures transmission elecrronmicrographs) 

R eticulofenestra minuta ROTH. Fig. 1: proximal view, fig. 2: distal 
view. Hypotypes H975 and H362. 

Reticulofenesha cf. R. minuta ROTH, prox imal view. 

Reticulofenestra alabamensis ROTH, proximal views. Hypotypes: ]026 
and H727. 

R eticulofenestra foveolata (REINHARDT) n. comb., disral v1ews. 
Hypotypes: ]024, ]047 and H991. 

Reticula fenestra cf. R. alabamensis ROTH, distal view. 

Reticulofene.rtra coenura (REINHARDT) n. comb., proximal v1ews. 
Hypotypes: H978 and H979. 

Reticulofenestrce scissura HAY, MOHLER and WADE. Figs. 12, 14: 
proximal views, fig. 13: distal view. Hyporypes: }035, H989 and 
H288. 

Bar beside each figure represents rwo microns. 
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Figs. 1- 3 

Figs. 4, 5 

Fig. 6 

Figs. 7, 11 , 12 

Figs. 8-10 

PLATE 11 

(All fig ures transmission electronmicrographs) 

Cycloplacolithelta marismontimn (BLACK) n . comb. Fig. 1: p rox
imal view, figs. 2, 3: disml views. H ypmypes: H 345, H 7 18 and 
H 724. 

Reticulofem.rtra cf. R. laevis ROTH and HAY, proximal views. 
Negatives: ]035 and ]005. 

Primitts hesslancli (HAQ) n. comb., distal view. Hyporype: 
H 897. 

Reticulofene.rtut psettcloscis.rttra HAQ, n. sp., fig. 7: paratype 
showing disml view with central area covered with a disc of 
crys tsals. Paratype negative: H 33 l. Fig. 11 : H olotype showing 
proximal view. H olotype negati ve: H 345. Fig . 12: Paratype 
showing d istal view without the d isc covering the central area. 
Paratype negative : JOOO. 

Retimlofenest-ra cf. R. scis.rttrct HAY, MOHLER and WAD E. Figs. 
8, 9: proximal views, fig. 10: di stal view with central area 
covered by disc of crystals. N ega tives: ]034, H22 7 and H1 98. 

Bar be ide each figure represents two microns. 
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PLATE lii 

(All figures transmission electron micrographs) 

Figs . 1, 2 Ericsonia pauciperforata ROTH, distal v iews. Hypotypes: H 366 and 
H 343. 

Figs. 3- 6 

Figs. 7-9 

Figs. 10, 11 

Fig. 12 

Fig. 13 

Fig. 14 

Ericsonia sttbdisticha (ROTH and HAY) ROTH. Figs. 3, 5, 6: distal 
views, fig. 4: proximal view. Hypotypes: ]048, H 252, H374 and 
H 380. 

Eric.ronia fenesh'ata (D EFLANDRE and FERT) STRADNER. Fig. 7: 
proximal view, figs. 8, 9: distal views. Hypotypes : H 994, H 388 
and H206. 

H elicop ontosphaera intermedia (MARTINI) HAY and MOHLER. Fig. 
10: proximal view, fig. 11: distal view. H yp otypes: H 296 and H 329. 

H elicopontosphaera lophota (BRAMLETTE and SULLIVAN), proximal 
view. H yotype: H521. 

H elicopontosphaera ettphratis (HAQ) MARTINI , proximal v1ew. 
Hypotype: H 330. 

R eticulofenest-ra scissura HAY, MOHLER and WADE, distal view. 
Hyporype : H510. 

Bar beside each figure represents two microns. 
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Fig. 1, 2 

Fig. 3 

Figs. 4, 6, 8, 9 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 7 

PLATE JV 

(All figures transmission elecrronmicrographs) 

Pontosphaera rothi HAQ n. sp., proximal views. Fig. 1: Para type 
negative: H 470, fig. 2: H olotype negative: H 461. 

A reworked Cretaceous species: ) Cribrosphaerelltt ehrenbergi 
(ARKHANGEL'SKJI ) D EFLANDRE. 

Pontosphaera multipara (KAMPTN ER) . Figs. 4, 6: proximal 
views, figs. 8, 9: distal views. H yporypes : ]053 , ]068 , H 423 
and ]036. 

An intermediate form between Pontosphaera rothi and P. mul
tip01·a, proximal view. Negative: ]064. 

Pontosphaera cdta ROTH , distal view. Hyporype: H 435. 

Bar bes ide each figure represents rwo microns. 
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PLATE V 

( Ph a~e -contrast microscopy, except figs. 2, 4, 7, 9 and 11 ) 

Figs. 1-4 Tmsve1·sopontis zigzag ROTH and HA Y. Figs. 2 and 4: X-nicols. 

Fig . 5 Spec ies A of un known affinity. 

Figs. 6, 7 Pontospbaera 1·otbi HAQ n. sp . Fig . 7: X-nicols. 

Figs. 8, 9 DiscoLobattts enigmatum HAQ, n. gen., n. sp . Fig. 9: X-nicols. 

Figs. 10, 

Fig. 12 

Fig. 13 

Fig. 14 

11 Trans versopontis pttLcber (D EFLANDR E) HAY, MOHLER and WADE. 
Fig. 11: X-nicols. 

Transver.ropontis obLiquipons (D EF LANDR E) HAY, MOHLER and 
WADE. 

Braarztdospbaera begelowi (GRAN and BRAAR UD) DEFLANDR E. 

Rhctbdosphaera tenztis BRAMLETTE and SULUVAN. 

Magnification X 4000. 
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Figs. 1-3 

Figs . 4, 5 

Figs . 6- 8 

Figs. 9, 12, 

Figs. 10, 11 

Figs. 14, 1 5 
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PLATE V I 

( All figures transmiss ion electron micrographs) 

Pontosphaera bttkryi HAQ n. sp . Fig. 1: proximal view of H alo
typ e (H olotype negative: H 973). Figs. 2, 3: distal views. 
Paratypes : H 980 and H 976. 

P1·inJizts nzimt!zts HAQ n. sp. , di stal v iews. Fig. 4: Paratype 
negative: H 849. Fig. 5: H olotype negative: H 858. 

Tran.rversopontis zigzag RoTH and HAY, dista l views. H ypo
types : H 396, H 233 and J044. 

Pontosphaera altc1 ROTH. Fig. 9: distal view. Figs. 12, 13: 
p rox imal v iews. Hypotypes: H 4 18, H 896 and H 898. 

P01ztosphaera cf. P. alta ROTH . 

T1·ansversopontis zigzag RoTH and HAY, prox imal vi ews. H y
potypes: ]062 and }055. 

Bar beside each figure represents rwo microns. 
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Figs. 1, 2 

Figs. 3, 4 

Figs. 5, 6 

Figs. 7, 8 

PLATE VII 

( Phase-concrasr microscopy, except figs. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and l2 ) 

Pontosphaera 1'othi HAQ, n . sp. Fig. 2: X-nicols. 

Pontosphaera multipara (KAMPTN ER). Fig. 4: X-nicols. 

Lefc R etiwlofenestra ttmbilica (LEV IN) MARTINI and RITZKOWSKI. 
Rig ht: T 1·mzsve1'Sopontis obliquipom HAY, MOHLER and WADE. 
Fig. 6: X-nicols. 

Reticu.lofenest-ra scisstM'ct HAY, MOHLER and WADE (ex Coccolithus 
bisectus HAY, MOHLER and WADE) disral view with a covering 
of crystals on the central area. Fig. 8: X-nicols. 

Figs. 9, 10 R. eticttlo fenest·rct U) sciJStt1'Cl HAY, MOH LER and WADE, p roximal 
views. Fig. 10: X-nicols. 

Figs. 11 , 12 Ericsonia fo-rmosa (KAMPTN ER) HAQ, distal v iew. Fig. 12: X
nicols. 

M agnification X 4000 
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PLATE Vlll 

(All figures transmission electronmicrographs) 

Figs. 1-9 Y.ransversopontis obliqttipons (DEFLANDRE) HAY, MOHLER and 
WADE. Figs . 1-4: distal views, figs. S- 9: proximal views. Hypo
types: ]004, H271 , H 502 , H230, H 302 , JOll , H 242, ]038 and 
H 407. 

Bar bes ide each figure represents two microns. 
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PLATE IX 

(All figures transmission elecrronmicrographs) 

Figs. 1-3 C;lclococcolithtJ.S inve·rsus D EFLANDRE. Figs. 1, 3: proximal vtews. 
fig. 2: distal view. H ypotypes: H 215, H 234 and H2 52. 

Figs. 4--6 Ericsonia formosa (KAMPTNER) HAQ. Figs. 4, 6: proximal vtews, 
fig. 5: d istal view. Hypotypes: H 281, H 221 and H2 3l. 

Figs. 7, 8 Cycloplctcolithella sp. 

Bar beside each figure represents two microns. 
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Figs . 1-3 

Fig. 4 

Figs. 5- 7 

Fig . 8 

Fig. 9 

Fig . 10 

Fig. 11 

PLATE X 

(All fig ures transmission elecu onm icrographs) 

Cretaceous rework ed species ( ?) Biswtttrn blacki GARTNER. Fig. 1: 
distal vi ew, figs . 2, 3: proximal views. 

Species B of unknown affinity, distal view. 

Cyclolithella aff. C. inflexa (KAMPTN ER ) LOEBLICH and T APPAN . 
Fig . 5: proximal view, figs . 6, 7: distal views . 

Ericsonia ( ?) fo·rmosa (KAMPTNER) HAQ, proximal view. 

Pyrocyclus herrnoms ROTH and HAY, 1 distal view. Hypotype: 
H954. 

Ericsonia ovalis BLACK, proximal view. Hyporype: H2 32 . 

Cmciplacolitht~s temeiforatus CLOCCHIATT! and JERKOVIC, proximal 
view. Hyporype negative: H967. 

Figs. 12-1 4 l?. eticulofenestra urnbilica (LEVIN) MARTINI and RlTZKOWSKl. Figs. 
12, 13: proximal views, fig. 14: 1 distal view. Hyporypes: H293, 
H52 7 and H 727. 

Bar beside each fig ure represents two microns. 
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Figs. 1, 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 6 

Figs. 7, 

2, 4, 5 
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PLATE XJ 

(All fi gures transmission elecrronmicrograp hs) 

Blackites spinosm (D EEF LANDRE) HAY and Tow E. Figs. 1, 2: 
views of the basal shield , figs. 3--5: side views of complete 
spec imens. Hyporypes: J0 15, H%2, H943, }031 and J046. 

Rhabdosphaera (?) temtis BRAML ETTE and S LLIVA . H ypo
type: H943. 

Bractmdosphaerct bigelowi (GRAN and BRAAR UD ) DEFLANDRE. 
H ypotype: H462. 

Discoaster aff. D. omatm STRADN ER. H yporypes: H 24l and 
H 280. 

Bar bes ide each fi gure represents two microns. 
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Fig. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3 

Fig . 4. 

Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig . 8. 

Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. 

PLAT E X II 

(Phase-conrrasc m icroscopy) 

[sthnzolithm ·recur11ttJ D EFLA N DRE. 

Corannulus gernzanicttS STRADNER. 

Oiscoaster aff . D. saipanensis BRAMLETfE and RI EDEL 

Discoaster tani nodife·r BRAMLETTE and RI EDEL 

Z ygrhablithw bijugatus DEFLA N DRE. 

T rochoaster sp. 

Micrantholithus 11espe1· D EFLA N DRE. 

Oiscoaste1· inconzpttts HAY. 

O iscoaste1· binodoms MARTIN 1. 

D iscoaster deflandrei BRAML ETr E and R IEDEL. 

Magnificac ion X 4000. 
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Figs. 1, 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 

Figs. 6, 7 

Fig . 8 

Figs . 9, 10 

Figs . 11-14 

PlATE Xlll 

(All figures transmission electronm icrograp hs) 

Lstbmolithus recMvtts DEFLANDRE. Fig. l: side view. Fig. 2: top 
view. Hypotypes: H 305 and H 4l0. 

Mic-rantholitbus vesper DEFLANDR E. Hypotype: H 357. 

Triquet1·orhabdttltts ca·rinatus MARTI NJ from the ropotype material 
of the species. Negative: J069. 

S capbolithtts (?) sp . 

Quadrate of uncertain affinity. Var. A (with few depressions ). 
Negat ives: H990 and H92 3. 

Quadrate. Var. B (with many depressions ). N egative: H289. 

Spbenolithus moriformis (BHONNJMANN and STHADNER) BRAM 

LETTE and W ILCOXON . Top views of poor preserved spec imens. 
Hyporypes: H269 and H 35l. 

Z ygrhablithus bijttgatus DEFLANDRE. Figs . ll-1 3: side views, fig . 
14: sp lit specimen. Hyporypes: H997, H 441, H S07 and H300. 

Bar beside each figure represents two microns. 
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Figs. 1-3 

Figs. 4, 5 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 

PLATE XlV 

(All figures scanning elecrronmicrographs) 

Ponto.rphaera alta ROTH , proximal views. Hyporypes: SM 26/ 27. 
SM 25/ Sa, and SM 25/ 3a 

Ponto.rphaera multipara (KAMPTNER ), distal views. Hyporypes: 
SM 26/ 16 and SM 26,1 25. 

Cretaceous reworked species C1·etc1discus colattts GARTNER. 

T 1·ansve1·sopontis zigzag ROTH and HAY. Hyporype: SM 26/ 30. 

Bar beside each figure represents rwo microns. 
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PLATE XV 

(All figures scanning electronmicrographs) 

Fig. l?. eticttlo fenestut rnimtta ROTH, disral view. Hypotype: SM 26/ 36. 

Figs. 2-6 l?. etimlofenestra scimtra HAY, MOHLER and WADE. Figs. 2- 4: 
distal views, figs . 5, 6: proximal views. H ypotypes: SM 25 / 40. 
SM 26/ 12, SM 26/ 7 and SM 26/ 31. 

Fig. 7 (I) Cretaceous reworked form. 

Bar beside each figure represenrs rwo microns. 
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Fig. I. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. _)_ 

Fig. 4. 

fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

PLATE XVJ 

( All figures scanning electronmicrograp hs) 

H elicopontosphaera inte1·media (MARTINI) HAY and MOHLER, proximal 
view H yporype: SM 26/ 26. 

f.ricsonict formoJct. ( KAMPTN ER) HAQ, disral vJew. H yporype: SM 
26. 21. 

EriCJonia oualis BLACK, proximal view. H yporype: SM 26 23. 

CycLopLctcoLitheLla (?) sp . 

Coccosphere of ? R eticztlofenestra mimtta ROTH . H ypo rype: SM 25 / 6a. 

Coccosphere of(?) R eticztlofenestl'a scissura HAY. MOHLER and WADE. 
H ypotype: SM 26 33. 

Ba r bes ide each figure represents rwo microns. 
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Fig . 

Fig. 2 

fi g . 3 

figs. 4-7 

Fig . B 

Fig. l) 

PLATE XVll 

( All figures scanning e lecrronmicrographs ) 

Quadra tes o f uncertain a ffinity . Var. A (with few depressions) . 
N egative: SM 25 / 9a. 

"f"1•cmversopontis obliquipons (D EF LA NDRE ) HAY, MOHLER and 
\XI ADE, prox imal view. Hypotype : SM 26; 24. 

"f" rctnH'ersopontis pttlcher (DEFLANDR E) HAY, MOHLER and \XI ADE, 
d istal v iew. Hypotype: SM 26 29. 

Blackites spinos!IJ (DEFLANDRE) HAY and TowE, views of speci
mens with stems. Hypotypes: SM 26 13. SM 25 lla, SM 26 22 
and SM 25 I Oa. 

Zygrhc.blithm bijugattts D EF LANDRE. H ypatype : SM 25 2a. 

l.rthmolithtt.r rewrvtts DEFLANDRE. H ypatype: SM 26 32. 

Bar beside each fig ure represents two microns. 
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Fig . 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3. 4 

Figs. 5, 6 

Fig . 7 

PLATE XYlll 

( All figures scann ing electron micrographs) 

Ericsonia O!Jcdis BLACK, dista l view . Hypotype: SM 26/ 5. 
SM 26/ 28. 

Crttciplacotithus tarqttiniw ROTH and HAY, distal view. Hypo type: 
SM26/ 28. 

Cyclococcolitlms inverszts D EFLANDRE. Fig. 3: distal view , fig. 4: 
proximal view. Hypotypes: SM 26/ 14 and SM 26/ 18 . 

C retaceous reworked species Cretahabdtts ( ?) cremtlatus BRAMLETT.E 
and MART INI. Fig. 5: distal view, fig. 6: proximal view. 

Cretaceous reworked species Deflandrius cretaceus ( ARKHANGEL
SKII ) BRAMLETTE and MARTINI , distal view. 

Bar bes ide each figure represents two microns. 
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